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Blind since 9,
he never wavered
by Stasia Evasuk

At 72, Russ Tuttle keeps a daily routine he got accustomed to when working
on the assembly line at the Ford Motor
Co. in Windsor for 35 years.
He enjoys his cup of coffee at 7 a.m.
and counts his blessings that he's still
"going strong."
Blind since the age of 9 when a brain
tumor affected his optic nerves, he's
independent and justifiably proud of the
fact that he has never had any financial
assistance whatsoever, and no pension
until the magic 65.
Indeed, Tuttle is a most accountable
gentleman.
The Toronto-born senior was attending Torrens Ave. School (now William
Burgess School) when he lost his sight.
When he recovered, he went to the
School for the Blind in Brantford where,
in addition to his regular studies, he
took piano lessons and learned to type
as fast as any secretary.
For his 17th birthday he got a saxophone and learned to play it. On leaving
school, he got his job on the assembly
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line at the Ford Motor Co. in Windsor
and organized a four-member orchestra
with himself leading on the sax.
"We played on weekends at golf banquets, weddings and Canadian Legion
dances," Tuttle recalls. "I was making
extra money and having fun as well." He
still plays the saxophone.
In 1939, Tuttle got married and when
the economy was improving a bit in
1945, he bought a four-bedroom, twobathroom home with a swimming pool
in the backyard for $7,000.
Two years later, he purchased a cottage on Lake Erie where he spent the
weekends and summer holidays with his
wife and son, Bob. He remembers going
fishing one day with his son in a motor
boat.
"He was mechanically minded, not
really interested in fishing. And he took
the motor apart while I fished. I couldn't
see him doing it, of course. We had a
couple of oars so we rowed back to the
cottage. You can bet he had a session
with his mother about the motor."

Sunday, June 19 • Psalms 75-77
Monday, June 20 • 1 Chronicles 26-29
Tuesday, June 21 • 2 Chronicles 1-3
Wednesday, June 22 • 2 Chron. 4-6
Thursday, June 23 • 2 Chronicles 7-9
Friday, June 24 • 2 Chronicles 10-12
Saturday, June25 • 2 Chronicles 13-15
Sunday, June 26 • Psalms 78-80
Monday, June 27 • 2 Chronicles 16-18
Tuesday, June 28 • 2 Chronicles 19-22
Wednesday, June 29 • Joel 1-3;
Obadiah
Thursday, June 30 • 2 Chron. 23:1-26:8
Friday, July 1 • Isaiah 1-3
Saturday, July 2 • Isaiah 4-6;
2 Chron. 26:9-23
Sunday, July 3 • Psalms 81-83
Monday, July 4 * 2 Chronicles 27-29
Tuesday, July 5 * 2 Chronicles 30-32
Wednesday, July 6 • Isaiah 7-9
Thursday, July 7 • Isaiah 10-12
Friday, July 8 • Isaiah 13-15
Saturday, July 9 • Isaiah 16-18
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Tuttle was widowed in 1965. His son
was in the United States Air Force so he
kept house alone for five years.
"I cooked my own meals, did the
housework and packed my lunch for
work the next day."
In the summer of '69 he visited the
Lake Joseph CNIB Holiday Centre and
met his current wife, Ruth, of Scarborough. Four years later they were married. "The phone bills and trips to
Toronto were costing me too much
money so I decided to move here."
Tuttle's a happy man, you can tell.
Every afternoon or early evening he and
his wife go for a walk. One of their
bedrooms has been turned into a "ham
shack." He got interested in ham radio
in 1968.
"It's interesting to make contacts in
different countries and make a lot of
friends. I got a card from a fellow in
Australia who raises sheep dogs." And
he shows a pile of postcards from
around the world to prove that he's not
kidding about an abundance of ham
radio friends.
Tuttle occasionally plays the saxophone solo in the Bridlewood Brethren
in Christ Church where he and his wife
are members. And at home he often
plays the organ.
He and his wife spend October to
April at their mobile home in St. Petersburg, Fla. where they love to swim, take
long walks and afternoon cruises, and
visit different eating places.
"I hope everybody's happy as I am,"
Tuttle says. "People should be more
grateful for what they have instead of
worrying too much about what they
haven't got."
"I feel I've had a wonderful life and a
lot more to come."
•
Reprinted
with permission
Toronto Star.
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in ft]is issue...
A special welcome to nearly 1,000
new readers—persons receiving this
issue of the Visitor because their congregation will be discussing Roger Sider's
article, "Confronting the Secular." This
is the third of four articles adapted from
presentations given at the 1982 General
Conference. "United in Christ: Until He
Comes," by Henry A. Ginder, will appear in July.
Secularism is also one of the concerns
raised in "The education of our children," an article beginning on page 10.
And continuing the theme of education,
this issue also carries a valedictory address by a high school graduate, who
spoke on the parable of the Good Samaritan, and reflections of a proud father
on graduation day, plus much more
good reading.

Speaking of education, the following
release was received just before going to
press:
The National Association of Evangelicals laments the fact that a public
school could post the following sign:
A TTENTION
STUDENTS
The Constitution forbids all
voluntary
student-initiated
religious meetings anywhere
on this campus at any time.

Testifying before the Senate Judiciary
Committee on April 28, Forest Montgomery, Counsel to the NAE Office of
Public Affairs, said "We do not expect
to see such a notice displayed at the local
public schools. But it could be—and
that is the problem."
Senator Denton's "Equal Access Act"
(S.1059) and Senator Hatfield's "Religious Speech Protection Act" (S.815)
would rectify the present suppression of
religious free speech. As matters stand
today, students who wish to meet voluntarily at the school before or after the
official school day for religious purposes, on the same basis as other student
groups are denied that fundamental
right.
Recent lower court opinions cannot
be reconciled with First Amendment
teaching of the Supreme Court, Montgomery said. "As a matter of fundamental fairness, there must be no discrimination against student-initiated meetings
because of their religious content."
June 1983
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UNITED IN CHRISI:

confronting j h e gecular
by Roger C. Sider

Precisely at that historical moment when our
brotherhood has emerged from its cocoon of
separation, we find ourselves immersed in a
world which is profoundly destructive to a
vital spiritual faith. One can scarcely imagine
more perilous timing.

This is an exciting time to be Brethren
in Christ, for we are at a nodal point in
our history. And one of the issues which
confronts our brotherhood is modern
secularism. The urgency of this issue is
pressed upon us every day. Our response
to the challenge of secularism will have
fateful consequences for the future.
The Journey of the Brethren in Christ
I would like to summarize briefly
some historical aspects of the Brethren
in Christ. Our brotherhood, until only a
generation ago, was a visibly separate
group. Our dress, our work, our rural
habitat, our rules of conduct and our
social practices all marked us as distinctive and different. This social posture
was a natural outgrowth of our attitude
of distrust toward the society and culture around us and our grave concern
about the spiritual dangers of worldliness. Until recently, then, our understanding of faithfulness to the Lordship
of Christ required physical and social
barriers to be erected against the external worldly influences. And while they
were in place, those barriers insulated us
to a large extent from social forces
which were exerting pressures on the
world outside.
During the 1950's, however, our
church recognized two serious dangers
inherent in our separatism. The first was
of a legalistic focus upon rules and

This article is adapted from a theme sermon presented at the 1982 General Conference of the Brethren in Christ Church. It is
the third of four articles on the broad theme,
"Unitedin Christ in our Fragmented World."
© 1982. All rights reserved.
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externals. The second was of an arid
insularity which might prevent us from
engaging in effective outreach and evangelism. Our response, then, was to abandon the barriers we had erected between
ourselves and that world and to reach
out and move into society at a rate that
is truly astonishing.
In a single generation, we have eliminated almost every rule of dress and
conduct which had marked us as a
separate people; we have energetically
made our way into suburban and urban
areas; and we have taken jobs in offices,
business, and the professions. Moreover,
simultaneous with our move out into the
world, we have welcomed the world into
our homes. In scarcely a quarter of a
century we have installed color television in many, if not most, of our homes
and have filled our living rooms with the
newspapers and magazines which daily
invite us to participate even more deeply
in contemporary North American life.
It is no exaggeration to assert then,
that we Brethren in Christ have now
integrated ourselves socially, economically and politically into the mainstream
of North American life. Surely no
thoughtful person could avoid concluding that we are now highly vulnerable to
influence by the the world around us.
The Nature of
Contemporary Secularism
Secularism is a defining characteristic
of the modern age, one which marks the
present era as different from any previous period in human history. For until
recent times, most people of all races
and cultures affirmed some religious
belief. It is only during modern times
that a world view has gained ascendancy

which denies the entire category of the
supernatural, and with it the reality of
God and of revelation. Contemporary
secularism is a world view which holds
that this life, the world perceived through
our senses, is all there is. Life ends with
physical death and there is no reality
beyond the grave.
The origins of secularism have been
traced by many thinkers, including Francis Schaeffer, to the Enlightenment, that
extraordinary period in western history
when a series of philosophers, scientists
and mathematicians fundamentally reoriented our perception of reality. Among the key tenets of this new view was
a radical skepticism toward all religious
dogma, the elevation of man to the
beginning point of all knowledge and
the enthronement of reason, science and
mathematics as the only sure road to
truth. In succeeding centuries the growth
of secularism was fostered by the political separation of church and state, which
encouraged the restriction of spiritual
considerations to a narrow religious
domain while the larger world of government, education and commerce was free
to develop with little reference to the
supernatural.
In the last one hundred years, this
intellectual revolution has been realized
in philosophy and theology and social
science. But it was not until after the
second World War that secularism blossomed at a popular social level in North
America. Until then, most Canadians
and Americans accepted the Judeo-Christian heritage which has been bequeathed
to them, and derived their ideals of personal morality as well as their understanding of the meaning of life from this
source. But by now the secularist per5

spective has pervaded our society. Most
obvious in the media and in our institutions of higher learning, the secular
world view has become influential at our
places of work, in government, business
and in our neighborhoods.
What have been the results of this
secularist trend? First is a loss of moral
direction. Social critics both within and
outside the religious community agree
that North American culture faces a
profound moral crisis. An increasing
ethical ambiguity pervades our society;
values and moral choices are becoming
a mere matter of personal preference.
Our western preoccupation with individual freedom and autonomy has bred
an attitude of tolerant permissiveness
toward virtually any personal lifestyle.
It seems the only remaining imperative
of the age is "to live and let live."
Second is the pace of activity, the
noisy busyness which pervades our
society. We are so completely immersed
in the intensity of the present moment
that there is scarcely time to reflect upon
our past, our future, or our mortality.
This constant activity, distracting and
exhausting as it is, is secularism's substitute for the quiet centeredness which
characterizes those who know whereof
they have believed.
Third, our culture's pursuit of pleasure, particularly sexual ecstasy, is for
many secularists an end in itself. Since
this life and its pleasure are all there is,
secularists must "grab all the gusto that
they can."
Fourthly, secularism poses special
problems for evangelism. Whereas in
the past most unbelievers chose not to
believe, modern secularists contend that
they are unable to believe, so profound
is their doubt about the possibility of
having knowledge of spiritual faith.
Atheism is declining, at least in academic circles, to be replaced with
agnosticism.
Finally, secularism exerts a corrosive
effect upon Christians by undermining
the seriousness and centrality of our
faith. It encourages us, subtly but powerfully, to orient our attitudes toward
this world, this life and the present
moment. Faith is gradually nudged aside
or compartmentalized so that its impact
upon our lives, and especially our thinking, is weakened.
It is into such a world that we Brethren
in Christ have entered. Precisely at that
historical moment when our brotherhood has emerged from its cocoon of
separatism, we find ourselves immersed
in a world which is profoundly destruc6

tive to a vital spiritual faith. One can
scarcely imagine more perilous timing.
Responding to SecularismLearning From Others
Of the major Christian groups, Protestant liberalism has the longest history of
interaction with secularist thought. Protestant liberalism has taken with utmost
seriousness the task of interpreting the
Christian faith to modern man, believing that unless major efforts were made
to modernize the Christian faith, it
would cease to be a significant influence
in western civilization, ultimately discarded as a relic of primitive times.
The results of such a project, however
well-intentioned, are clear. Liberalism
has slowly but surely liquidated the gospel; it has learned too late that to deal on
equal terms with the spirit of the age is to
bargain with the devil. In the place of
foundational doctrinal assertions, liberal Protestants have substituted amorphous ambiguities and perplexing complexities. Instead of proclaiming the
good news of salvation with assurance
and clarity, liberals have engaged in endless dialogue without discernible criteria
for determining what is truth. Liberal
theology was right in its diagnosis—that
the mind of modern man is separated by
a wide chasm from the historic Christian
faith. But liberal theology is utterly
wrong in its proposed solution.
You may ask why I trouble you with
the errors of liberalism. It is because we
Brethren in Christ have only recently
had to squarely face the intellectual and
social challenges of secularism. Only
now are we sufficiently integrated into
modern life to feel the intense heat of
secularist influence and to be relentlessly
exposed to its corrosive power. Moreover, our theology is relatively poorly
developed. Quite properly understanding that the Christian faith is a life that is

lived more than a creed to which is given
intellectual assent, we have nonetheless
not fully appreciated our present theological vulnerability. As we move into a
secular society which is intellectually
aggressive, skeptical, literate and sophisticated, a powerful liberal theological
current will begin to tug at our historic
Christian faith and a modern social
relativism undermine our understanding of radical discipleship.
Let us now consider the response to
secularism of the fundamentalist/evangelical movement, a response with which
many of us can identify. At first glance
the record of this group is quite good.
Correctly identifying the basic misdirection of the mainline churches in the early
years of this century, fundamentalists
rallied to oppose the forces of modernism. The reaffirmation and defense of
the historic Christian faith, together
with an attack on the modernist heresy,
became the focal point around which
fundamentalists (and later, evangelicals)
emerged.
This preoccupation with the evils of
secularism has continued to the present,
so that many contemporary social problems are attributed by evangelicals to the
curse of secular humanism. Responsibility for the social blights of pornography,
crime, abortion, the new morality and
the breakdown of marriage and the family are laid at secularism's door. In fact,
at a recent convention on marriage and
the family sponsored by the National
Association of Evangelicals, reported in
Christianity Today, secular humanism
was identified as the single major cause
of the current instability of the North
American family.
But evangelicals have generally demonstrated only superficial discernment
of secular humanism's inroads. For we
have focused almost exclusively upon
certain social consequences of a secular-

We have focused almost exclusively upon
secularist world view and have not probed
perspectives, which pervade not only the
but also the hearts and minds of North
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ist world view and have not probed
deeply to the roots of secularist perspectives, which pervade not only the unevangelized of North America, but also
the hearts and minds of North American evangelicals themselves. In many
ways, we evangelicals and secularists
have made common cause. Espousing a
nationalistic and materialistic point of
view, we have marched together around
the flags of Canada and the United
States. Both of us have bought into the
"good life" as defined by the media and
pursued it with vigor. So, although we
have correctly identified abortion-ondemand as a moral crisis of the first
order, we evangelicals have not looked
at the sources from which these proclivities grow. The crux of the problem is
that deep down, evangelicals are—in
thought, in lifestyle, and in priorities—
already extensively secularized. Although
we have launched a strong counteroffensive against some of secularism's
evil manifestations, the spirit of secularism is eating away at our collective
soul. For this reason our insight is faulty
and our impact less than effective.
How, for example, can we convincingly condemn sexual immorality if we
are equally hedonistic in the pursuit of
pleasures which are condoned by evangelicals? Or how can we witness effectively to the evil of divorce if we ourselves have lost our understanding of
marriage as a spiritual vocation in which
mutual servanthood is practiced? How
can we oppose abortion with integrity, if
our pro-life posture does not extend to
the threat of nuclear annihilation as well
as to the poverty and prejudice which
may victimize and stigmatize those
babies who then are born? Stated generally, how can we proclaim with conviction the good news of the gospel if our
major concern is with this world, its
goods and its pleasures?

A Brethren in Christ Response
We have noted that our brotherhood
has rapidly moved from a separatist
posture into an integrated status in the
mainstream of North American life, and
that the social and cultural climate into
which we have come is increasingly secular. Moreover, we are acutely vulnerable
to repeat the errors of liberal Protestantism and of evangelicalism at this nodal
point of our history. But I believe there
is a third way.
This third alternative is not to be
found, however, in a massive withdrawal once again into a separatist position.
This would require that we quit our
jobs, leave the cities, get rid of our televisions, radios and magazines, restrict our
social contacts to those within the church
and impose rule of dress and conduct
which would mark us once again as a
peculiar people. Such a move would
constitute a defensive retreat.
But with these external safeguards
gone, it is doubly important for us to
correctly locate the new center of conflict between our faith and contemporary secularism. That confrontation has

certain social consequences of a
ieeply to the roots of secularist
inevangelized of North America,
\merican evangelicals themselves
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moved from an external to an internal
locus—that is, into our minds and
hearts. Since we are now thoroughly
immersed in the world, we must seek
that inner transformation which will
enable us to live in the world without
conforming to it.
How can we do this?
1. We must submit ourselves anew to
the authority of God's Word as revealed
in Scripture. Against the radical relativism of the modern mind, we must proclaim and witness to the authority of
Scripture.
2. We must reaffirm the centrality of
the new birth, emphasizing not only that
salvation puts us in a right relationship
with God, but that it marks the beginning of a turning around of our minds
and hearts so that we are no longer enslaved and blinded by the perspectives
of this world.
3. We must extend our understanding of the nature of sanctification. Until
now we have focused upon the Holy
Spirit's work in dealing with our carnal
passions, the point of origin of indwelling sin. But we must also see that the

• f all times in our history, this is a day
for us to emphasize congregational life,
to encourage small group fellowship,
to foster mutual caring and sharing
among our people.
Holy Spirit works as a correcting compass, dynamically and continuously reorienting us to our proper focus as we
are distracted again and again by our
immersion in the surrounding secular
world.
4. We must practice those activities
which will instill in us the mind of
Christ, the discipline of prayer and Bible
study, and the reading and study of
sound Christian literature.
5. We must become far more critical
of the myriad of secular messages intruding upon our consciousness every
day. While secularism is a uniquely
modern phenomenon, it should be seen
in its spiritual perspective as nothing
more than a new and fashionable form
of idolatry. Therefore, we must continually and systematically evaluate the
_
P
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media, advertising, our work and our
social environment in a spiritual perspective.
6. Finally, we must immerse ourselves
deeply in Christian community. One of
the great strengths of our church has
been our practice of brotherhood. There
has never been a time when we needed
each other more. For unless we anchor
ourselves in a community of believers,
we will individually succumb to the
pressures of secularism. Of all times in
our history, this is a day for us to
emphasize congregational life, to encourage small group fellowship, to foster
mutual caring and sharing among our
people. We must help one another to
deal in a Christian way with the perplexing decisions we face every day, as we
interact with secular persons and organ-
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Dr. Roger Sider is Associate Professor of
Psychiatry at the University of Rochester's
Medical Center, and serves the church as
chairman of the Board for Missions. Currently he is also doing research and writing in
the area of medical ethics.

Thefollowing questions are designed to stimulate individual thought or
for use in group discussions. Group leaders should select those questions
they feel are most appropriate for their particular group.

1. How has this article improved your understanding of
the term "secularism"? How would you define "secularism" now?
2. Author Francis Schaeffer traces the origins of secularism to the 18th century period known as the Enlightenment. How does Dr. Sider suggest the growth of secularism was fostered?
3. "Precisely at that historical moment when our brotherhood has emerged from its cocoon of separation, we
find ourselves immersed in a world which is profoundly
destructive to a vital spiritual faith."
a. As you think about this statement, what is your
emotional response? Anger? Fear? Joy? Determination? Or something else?
b. Who, or what, is the object of your response? Why?
4. Discuss the author's observation that over the past 25
years, the Brethren in Christ have abandoned "the barriers we had erected between ourselves and the world"
and have moved "into society at a rate that is truly
astonishing" (p. 5).
a. In what ways have you seen the church "move into
society"?
b. How is your congregation different now as compared to the late 1950s?
5. What are some methods you know of which Protestant
liberalism has used to accomplish its goal of "moderniz8

izations. In our jobs, at school and in
our neighborhood relationships, we need
to admit to one another our struggles
and uncertainties. From our pulpits we
need to hear practical truth, not in the
form of codes of conduct, but rather in
terms of principles of spiritual discernment.
Brothers and sisters, I am here to hear
from you, at this General Conference, a
word of wisdom which I can take with
me back to my place of work and living.

6.

7.

8.

9.

ing the Christian faith"? In what ways do these methods
serve only to "liquidate the gospel," as suggested by Dr.
Sider? Are any of them good?
Dr. Sider also challenges the record of fundamentalists
and evangelicals in their response to secularism. Do you
agree with his statement (p. 7): "The crux of the problem
is that deep down, evangelicals are—in thought, in lifestyle, and in priorities—already extensively secularized"? Can you either document or refute his statement?
Are the "external safeguards" (p. 7) which used to mark
us as a "peculiar people" (such as rules of dress and
conduct) all bad? On the other hand, what benefits do
you see in moving the confrontation with the world
"from an external locus to an internal locus—that is,
into our minds and hearts"?
Near the end of the article, Dr. Sider outlines six important aspects of a renewed Brethren in Christ response to
secularism. In what creative, practical ways can these six
points become a part of your congregation's life?
Dr. Sider concluded his presentation at General Conference with the following statement: "Brothers and
sisters, I am here to hear from you, at this General
Conference, a word of wisdom which I can take with me
back to my place of work and living." What counsel
would you offer to him?
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Behold,
how we differ
by G. Roger Schoenhals
My son, Jonathan, takes care of his
room. Usually the bed is made, the
closets are neat, the floor is clean, and
the dresser top is well-organized.
My daughter, Sara, maintains a disaster area. Though one year younger
than her eleven-year-old brother, she
clearly does not share his flair for
tidiness.
On the other hand, Sara's disposition
is generally even and pleasant. She is
relaxed, easygoing.
Jonathan tends to be uptight, more
easily aggravated. His tolerance level is
lower than hers.
Sara is self-sufficient. She can play by
herself for hours at a time. I walked
(climbed) into her room the other day
and found her lecturing her dolls on
word pronunciation.
Jon goes "stir crazy" if he's alone for
five minutes. He thrives on action.
Sara is an avid reader. She can read
circles around her older brother.
But Jonathan knows math. He can
multiply and divide nearly as fast as a
computer.
Jon saves his allowance. He has a
respectable bank account for a fifth
grader.
Sara's the big spender. Money runs
through her fingers like water.
Sara sleeps like a log. When the wakeup call comes, she groans and moans
and buries her face in the pillow.
Jonathan bounces out of bed at the
first whiff of breakfast.
When I ask the children whether
they'd like to run an errand with me,
Jonathan wants to know what he will
get out of it. He weighs the pros and
cons.
Sara dashes for her coat. She's ready
to go with daddy anytime, anywhere.
Jonathan gulps down his food like a
starving dog. And when he leaves the
table you can always tell where he sat.
June 1983

Sara plays with her food. She'd rather
talk than eat.
Strange, isn't it? Two children in the
same family who are so different from
each other.
Yet I love them equally. I enjoy their
differences. I thank God for the unique
blend of their temperaments and talents.
My children help me understand and
appreciate the differences among my
brothers and sisters within the family of
God.
Some people tend to be more emotional than others. They prefer gospel
songs with peppy rhythms and strong
feelings. They like soul-stirring speakers.
Others lean more toward the objective, the rational. They prefer the more
stately hymns. They want sermons that
stretch the mind.
Some of our brothers and sisters are
tuned into the inner city. They have
strong convictions about our responsibilities to the poor and downtrodden.
Other family members seem equally
intense about our responsibilities in
suburbia.
Some people like to question everything.
Others excel in listening.
There are those who complain, and
those who encourage; those who give,
and those who withhold.

Putting us all together, you
find an amazing array of
different preferences,
interpretations, opinions,
temperaments, and abilities.
No two of us are the same.

Some look up and say, "It's partly
cloudy."
Others see the same sky and say, "It's
partly sunny."
And think of the vocational assortment among us. Some have dedicated
themselves to education, some to mission work overseas, and others to Christian witness in the secular marketplace.
We have farmers, doctors, musicians,
homemakers, electricians, postal clerks,
athletes, morticians, and lots more.
Personality traits differ widely, too.
We have the strong-willed, the sensitive,
the humorous, the weak, the careless,
the disciplined, and a thousand more.
Putting us all together, you find an
amazing array of different preferences,
different interpretations, different opinions, different temperaments, and different abilities. No two of us are the
same.
Yet God our Father loves us equally.
He makes no distinction between us. We
are one big family in him.
That says something to me about tolerance and acceptance, about patience
and understanding. It makes me put on
the brakes when I come upon a brother
or sister who differs with me.
"Beloved, if God so loved us, we
ought also to love one another" (I John
4:11).
•
Roger Schoenhals
ington.

lives in Seattle,

Wash-
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At least three alternatives are available

The education
of our chil
The Christian community is vitally
concerned about the education of the
children in its midst. This concern is
expressed in the biblical proverb, "Train
a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not turn from it "
(Proverbs 22:6). Parents and church
leaders both consider it their God-given
responsibility to provide for the spiritual, moral, social and mental development of those whom God has entrusted
to their care.
Parents in the Christian community
want their children to be adequately
prepared to live in the world as it will be
in the coming decades. They want their
children to be taught and trained so that
they will be able to cope with society and
live as Christians within it. In a practical
way they are concerned that their children receive the kind of training that will
prepare them to earn a living in a meaningful and fulfilling career consistent
with God's will for their lives.
For many years most Christian parents in Canada and the United States
felt they could depend on public schools
to meet the general education needs of
their children. This trust was sustained
by the fact that public schools at one
time were more locally controlled and
tended to be oriented in a supportive
way to Christian teaching. In recent
years, however, there has been a growing uneasiness about public education
and its influence on children. Reports
about drinking, drug abuse, and illicit
sexual behavior raise disturbing ques-

Written by John Arthur Brubaker and
Harold Sider on behalf of the Board for
Schools and Colleges.
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tions about the moral climate in many
public schools. At a deeper level is the
concern for eroding moral values in
instances where textbooks and teachers
tend to promote secular humanism in
conflict with a Christian world view. A
related concern has to do with the long
range impact on children and youth of
the deliberate neutrality with which public education approaches Christianity
and other religions.
The concern for a degenerating moral
climate and for teaching which may conflict with Christian values is heightened
by the awareness that these influences
come at a time in life when children on
the one hand are most vulnerable to peer
pressure and on the other hand are formulating their own autonomy.
And, so today, many within the Christian community are asking, "Can we
conscientiously continue to send our
children to public school and expose
them to all the secular influences they
are likely to encounter?"
It needs to be said in all fairness that
public schools dare not be viewed as
totally secular or evil. In many schools
the moral climate is mixed—much like
the rest of society. Most schools likely
reflect the moral mix that characterizes
the community in which they are located
and, consequently, there are teachers
and administrators who are committed
Christians who are prepared to share
their faith and values in the public
school setting. Many of these teachers
grew up in Christian homes, were trained in Christian colleges, and attend
churches in the community. Such teachers often see the public school as an
opportunity for service. Furthermore,
there is in many public schools a core of

Christian students who discover each
other and support one another in the
Christian faith. And there are organizations like Campus Life and Young Life
which are committed to evangelization
within the public school. So one cannot
accurately say that public education is
totally secular or without Christian
influence.
With the concerns that Christian parents have for the education of their
children, what alternatives are open to
them? There are at least three.
1. They can look to the public
school to provide basic education
and seek to complement that
education with strong Christian
teaching in the home and in the
congregation.
2. They can send their children to a
Christian school already established.
3. They can join with others in their
congregation or community to
establish their own Christian day
school.

John Arthur Brubaker and
Harold Sider evaluate
the basic options available
in education and
summarize the
advantages of each.
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Let us consider each of these alternatives.
Public education complemented
with a vital program of Christian
education in the home and in the
local church.
Those who choose this alternative
reckon with the fact that we do and will
live in a society where good and evil are
mixed. They look to the public school to
do what it is designed to do: provide a
basic education that prepares children
and youth for living in today's society.
They know that they cannot expect the
public school to teach the Bible to their
children or to actively promote Christian beliefs and values. Consequently
they must accept a greater measure of
responsibility to provide Christian nurture in the home. Unfortunately, not all
who take this alternative do so conscientiously or responsibly.

FARM IS AVERY INTERESTING PLACE TO VISIT
IT IS HOME FOR ALL
NIMALS.
HICKENS,
HORSES,
FARMER
RKVERY
WE EAT

Here the congregation has a very
important role to play in developing and
strengthening the Christian education
process within the family. Congregations could provide a valuable service in
training parents to be effective teachers
of their own children. Parents can be
helped to find constructive ways to deal
with teaching which may undermine a
child's faith.
Furthermore, congregations are challenged to offer a fully-orbed program of
educational and social activities that
provide attractive alternatives to the
public school's social pressures. The
goal should be to have the church's
youth group become a primary social
center for its young people. And there
should be deliberate efforts to deal with
next page, please
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The education
of our children

education in a Christian atmosphere for
Grades 9 through 13, and welcomes students from both Canada and the United
States.

from page 11
the ideological conflicts youth will likely
experience in the public school setting.
A supplement to the above approach
is an endeavor by Christian citizens to
exert a positive influence in the public
school, not only for the sake of children
within the congregation but also for all
children of the community. In light of
some of the problems in public education there is the appealing temptation to
abandon the school system and thereby
condemn it to further decline. Such an
attitude will have a distinctly adverse
effect on those children whose parents
have little concern for their spiritual
well-being or cannot afford private
education.
Parents should be ready to affirm
those teachers and administrators in the
public school who are both competent
and Christian. They should be ready to
express appreciation and support for
what they are doing.
Some parents and congregational
leaders can prepare themselves to become involved in the public school system as public school teachers, on the
school board, in a parent-teacher organization, or in personal contacts with
teachers and administrators. These and
other ways are open to those who wish
to work redemptively within the system.
Finally, the congregation could work
supportively with parents by providing
workshops or seminars designed to help
youth deal with public school influences
and suggest ways whereby they might
give an effective witness to their faith.
Select a Christian day school to provide for the general educational
need of children in a Christian
environment.
Parents who consider education at a
private Christian school expect to have
the influence of Christian teachers reinforce the Christian teaching of the home
and church. They will look for a qualified Christian day school within commuting distance of their home. Such a
school should be theologically compatible, educationally sound, and financially responsible.
Parents must be aware that sometimes attitudes and concepts advanced
12

in the name of Christian education are
neither biblical nor Christian. Discerning parents and congregations should
not approve these. Some Christian
schools might promote values that are in
conflict with the teaching of the church.
For instance, children from a congregation that proclaims non-resistance and
non-violence will have difficulty in a
school that has a militaristic approach
to history and government. By the same
token, schools with strong denominational or congregational ties may pose
other problems if there are basic differences in doctrine or practice from the
child's home and church.
Moreover, parents need to be satisfied that any school in which they enroll
their children is professionally competent. The administrators and teaching staff should be adequately trained
and able to handle the full range of general education subjects. The educational
program should be such that graduating
students can with relative ease continue
their education at other private or public
schools.
When a Christian school is not available within commuting distance, then a
boarding school may be an answer. At
the secondary level Niagara Christian
College is a recommended possibility
for students from both Canada and the
United States. The border between these
countries is not the barrier to United
States students that it sometimes is
imagined to be. Niagara Christian College is fully prepared to provide quality

Most public schools
likely reflect the
moral mix that
characterizes the
community in which
they are located
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Christian parents can join together
to start a Christian school within
their congregation or community.
Parents or congregations considering
this alternative will soon discover that it
is a major undertaking. There will need
to be a clear purpose with achievable
objectives. Such objectives should be
positive rather than merely reactionary.
Then there will be numerous questions
to answer before beginning.
1. Is there an adequate source of
potential students to make a
school possible? Or, to put it
another way, what kind of school
can be developed with the number of potential students available?
2. Is there a person available with
the needed administrative expertise and can qualified teachers be
secured for offering a basic curriculum?
3. Is such an undertaking economically feasible? Is it good stewardship of the Lord's money?
4. How will the curriculum be developed and on what basis will textbooks be selected?
5. How will the school meet the
needs of the exceptional child or
the one with learning disabilities?
Recent legal decisions support the
concept that a Christian day school is an
extension of the ministry of the church.
Many churches see the Christian day
school as a means of communicating the
gospel and strengthening the Christian
home. However, congregations are advised to proceed with due caution when
giving consideration to starting a Christian day school.
Fortunately there are associations of
Christian schools that are prepared to
provide consultative services to those
interested in starting a Christian day
school. One of these would be: The
Association of Christian Schools International (ACSI), P.O. Box 4097, Whittier, Calif. 90607.
The ACSI not only provides a wealth
of useful information to those seeking to
begin a Christian school, but also provides continuing services to 1,482 Christian schools from pre-school through
college, enrolling 289,000 students.
The Board for Schools and Colleges
is also available to counsel with congregations or groups within the brotherEvangelical Visitor
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hood who may be considering a Christian day school. Your board is keenly
interested in the formal educational task
of the church. In fact it has a supervisory
responsibility in this regard. According
to the Manual of Doctrine and Government, page 78, "It shall be necessary to
obtain the consent of the Board for
Schools and Colleges and the approval
of General Conference before additional
schools can be launched; this permission
to be necessary even if individuals, congregations, or larger areas wish to assume all financial responsibility."
Persons interested in starting a Christian day school are encouraged to consult with their regional bishop and with
the Board for Schools and Colleges by
contacting its chairman or other members of the board.
To help parents decide between public or Christian schools some advantages of each can be summarized.
(a) Public schools may have Christian teachers and a core of Christian students.
(b) Christian students in the public
schools can be a positive influence on the non-Christians.
(c) Through organizations like Campus Life, young people can have

real Christian fellowship with
other students and mature in their
Christian lives.
(d) Public schools frequently have
better facilities and a broader
curriculum to meet diverse student needs.
(e) Public schools are paid for by our
taxes and do not impose an added
financial burden on the family.
On the other hand:
(a) Christian schools are able to provide a curriculum which includes
Bible teaching, and an integration of biblical truth to all subject
matter.
(b) Emphasis is given to Christian
ethics and the Christian way of
life placing God central in all
things.
(c) Teachers play an important role
in modeling Christian ideals.
(d) Most students will form lifelong
Christian friendships at a Christian school.
(e) The Christian training of the
home and church will be supported by the Christian school.
Although most 20th-century parents
in the United States and Canada have
depended on the public schools to meet

the general education needs of their
children, the Brethren in Christ were
among the pioneers in the 20th-century
Christian school movement. Messiah
College, during most of its years, included Christian secondary education. In
1920, the California church, with a total
membership of only about 165, began a
Christian elementary and secondary
school. In the next decade Christian
secondary schools were started by our
churches in Oklahoma and Ontario,
Canada.
With the changes of the 1950's and
60's, the need for Christian schools
became less evident and support for
these schools decreased. As a result, the
church closed its secondary schools in
Oklahoma and Pennsylvania, and turned over its California school to an independent Board, leaving Niagara Christian College as the one remaining church
sponsored secondary school.
Today the Brethren in Christ are taking a new look at Christian schools. Are
they as important as they were in the
decades of the 20's and 30's? With an
increasing number of families turning to
Christian schools, many Brethren in
Christ are taking a new look at this
option.
•

Public education not as bleak
as people think, professor says
GLORIETA, N.M. (EP)—The common perception that the quality of public education has seriously
declined is an exaggeration, participants at a Southern
Baptist Christian Life Commission conference were told.
"There is definitely a crisis in public education," said G.
Willis Bennett, director of graduate studies at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky., "but the
quality of public education has not lowered as much as
public perception would lead us to believe."
Bennett traced the present crisis to the nation's
passing of the National Defense Education Act following Russia's launching of Sputnik. "We focused on technology and had high expectations for public education,"
he said. "Now that these high expectations haven't been
met, we perceive public education as woefully inadequate. Media representatives have contributed to this
perception by highly publicizing and overemphasizing
the negative aspects of public education."
Bennett said decreasing enrollment, a contributing
factor to the actual crisis in public education, is a result
not only of higher enrollment in private schools but also
the population change. "Decreasing enrollment has an
adverse economic effect on schools," he said. "It means
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some schools have to close and some teachers have to be
laid off, and the media cover more stories like these than
the more positive ones."
Bennett said enrollment will continue to decrease
because there are fewer school-age children now than
when schools were built for the "baby boom" population. "The consolidation of schools into fewer schools
and larger schools has contributed to the public's perception of the education crisis because most individuals
prefer to keep the 'community school' open even if there
are legitimate reasons not to do so," he said.
Bennett feels Christians need to get rid of unfounded
assumptions about public education and get the facts.
"The church can help improve the quality of education
by providing interaction between the members and the
local schools," he explained. "A church can have teacher
appreciation days for which students can invite their
teachers to church for a special service and they can
promote school programs and functions when appropriate rather than competing for the same time. A church
can also relate to a community school to provide needed
support services such as tutoring to discourage dropouts
and furnishing clothing and supplies for those in need."
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Valedictory address

"Every step99
will show
Suzanne Herr
On the pages of an old family autograph book were penned these words:
Life is like a vast new field of untrodden snow.
Be careful how you tread it, for every
step will show.
Thirteen years ago, the graduates
seated before you began their formal
education. We came to kindergarten
with excitement and enthusiasm, mixed
perhaps with a bit of fear and apprehension. We were, in essence, facing the
poet's ". . . vast new field of untrodden
snow."
Since that time we have made many
choices: some good choices, some bad
choices. At times, we have chosen to
spend long hard hours in study and
preparation for our classes. At other
times, choices have been made to rely
primarily on other students' work instead of our own. Some of us have
chosen to commit ourselves to daily
grueling practice in sports, that we might
show excellence on the athletic field;
while others have chosen to dissipate
their physical energies by experimenting
with the use of drugs and alcohol. At
times, we have chosen to be kind and
compassionate with other fellow students. At other times, we have been selfish in sacrificing someone else's feelings
or welfare for our own advancement, or
for a moment of ill-conceived humor.
Yes, our steps are already showing;
for our educational years are not only
preparation for life, but education is life.
Yet this special day does represent an
opportunity for new beginnings; especially for the class of 1982. Today's
ceremony is not only a graduation, a
conclusion of a time of preparation and
study, but it is also a commencement, a
launching forth into the world of work,
higher education, or the taking on of
other adult responsibilities.
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If this day is primarily a time of new
beginnings, what guiding principles may
be found to chart our course? Fortunately, we are not the first to search for
these principles, and we may be guided
by the valid answers found by others
involved in a similar quest.
Saint Luke records in chapter 10 the
story of a lawyer who asked Jesus, the
greatest teacher of all time, "What must
I do to inherit eternal life?"
Jesus responded with the question,
"What is written in the Law? How do
you read it?"
The lawyer answered, " 'Love the
Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul and with all your
strength and with all your mind,' and
'Love your neighbor as yourself.' "
Then Jesus replied, "You have answered correctly. Do this and live."
However, in an attempt to justify his
shortcomings, the lawyer asked, "Who
is my neighbor?" Jesus answered with
the well-known story of the Good
Samaritan.
In this story, a Jewish man was travelling from Jerusalem to Jericho, and was
accosted by thieves. The thieves not only
stripped him of his clothes and valuables, but also brutally beat him, leaving
him nearly dead.
Fortunately, one of his own people, a
Jewish priest, happened to come along.
But as soon as he saw the man lying
there, he crossed to the other side of the
road and passed by.
Later a Levite, a specially chosen
temple worker, chanced to come by.
When he saw the man lying there, he
walked over to investigate, but after seeing the condition of the victim, he too
crossed to the other side and went on his
way.
Then a despised Samaritan came
along. But when he saw the Jew, he felt

deep pity for him. Kneeling down, the
Samaritan soothed his wounds and bandaged them. Carefully setting the man on
his donkey, he walked alongside until
they came to an inn. There, the Samaritan nursed him through the night. The
following day, when the Samaritan was
ready to leave, he left payment with the
innkeeper, amounting to two days'
wages, adding that if the bill ran higher
than that, he would pay the rest when he
returned.
Now what is so remarkable about this
story? For one thing, the best of people,
those most likely to assist the unfortunate victim, refused to offer any kind of
help. But more surprising than this is the
fact that a hated Samaritan, a historical
enemy of the Jews, had no such hesitation, and even went so far as to pay a
large sum of money for the Jew's
recovery.
But this story contains more than just
a good moral. It has many applications
for us today. Not only is there the need
to help people stranded along actual
highways, but there is a greater need to
lend a helping hand to those we meet
along the highway of life. In fact, perhaps the main purpose of this story is to
teach us the importance of being of service to others.
This service will not only fulfill our
mission in life, but sacrificing some of
our own interests for the welfare of others will also provide the greatest sense of
happiness and satisfaction for ourselves.
It might mean taking a lower-payingjob
than we could get, in order to be of more
help to people. Or, it could mean forfeiting a high position socially in order to
help someone in a lower social strata.
At first glance, the price may seem too
great. We may be too proud to stoop to
help someone less important than ourselves—as perhaps the priest was. Or,
Evangelical Visitor

we may be too busy attending to other
responsibilities to stop and take the time
to help, as perhaps the Levite was. Or,
worst of all, we may just not care about
anyone but ourselves.
Jesus said in Matthew 23: 11-12:
The more lowly your service to others, the greater you are. To be the greatest, be a servant. But those who think
themselves great shall be disappointed
and humbled; and those who humble
themselves shall be exalted.
(Living
Bible)
It is easy to see why Jesus said that
loving your neighbor as yourself was
one of the greatest commandments. But
why didn't he say it was the greatest
commandment? How was the first commandment—to love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, soul, and mind—greater than this? The reason clearly is that
without having the right vertical relationship—that is, with God; that of loving
him with all of one's heart, soul, and
mind—it is impossible for one to have
the right horizontal relationship with
one's fellowmen. We cannot love our
neighbor as ourselves without an even
higher commitment to God and to the
righteousness he represents. For me and
many others, this has meant a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ as Savior
and Lord. And it is my belief that this
type of relationship will provide the best
possible motivation for any humanitarian goal that we might name.
Fellow graduates, as we leave these
halls and end this phase of our lives, let
us not be satisfied with mediocrity, but
let us strive for excellence in whatever
calling we may choose. Not excellence
merely for personal gain or accumulation of material possessions, but excellence in preparing for and carrying out
of service to our fellowmen.
Yes, our steps as a graduating class
are already showing, but most of our
lives are yet ahead of us. Many fields of
untrodden snow lie ahead. Let us live
our lives in such a way that we may one
day be justly proud of "every step that
shows."
•

Slightly adapted from a valedictory address given by Suzanne Herr at her 1982
graduation from the Mechanics burg (Ohio)
High School. A member of the National
Honor Society and the Spanish
National
Honor Society, she is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Herr.
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by Wilbur Benner

I was proud
Tonight, I was proud! I watched my
son graduate. There were times that
mother and I wondered, "Will he make
it?" Those crafty teenage years. As I sat
directly in line with him in a crowded
high school auditorium, memories
flooded my mind. They kept coming
and coming—they just wouldn't stop.
I thought of that June day when I
returned home from Messiah College,
where I had been in committee meetings
prior to General Conference, and saw
my son for the first time. Mother had
made a trip out of state to get him while I
was away on the "King's business." You
see, he is our chosen son. The late
Bishop R. I. Witter had accompanied
me home to preach at the Air Hill
Church the following morning. I recall
pulling the blanket away and looking at
him. (I couldn't hold him for several
months, since I was just recovering from
a broken neck received in an auto accident earlier in the year.) Bishop Witter
prayed for him. He was so cute that
June day!
Now I was watching him graduate.
Where had the years gone?
I remembered the time at Stevensville
(Ontario) when he was lost at prayer
meeting time. Calls had been made to
the neighbors; nearby roads had been
searched for a lad. No one had seen him.
His faithful dog Mitzi was home—when
outdoors, they were always together.
And to top it all, mother had seen a New
York licensed car drive slowly by our
house several times that day. Could he
have been kidnapped? I called the Provincial Police; they alerted the officers at
the Peace Bridge with a detailed description of the boy.
By this time, the prayer meeting crowd
had formed a search party and were in
the cemetery, the nearby fields, and yes
—the neighbors had a pond—could he
have drowned? Some were praying! I
had searched the old barn myself—he
just wasn't there! Then a member of the
church searched again. Behind an old
door sat a little boy who had been asleep
and was too scared to come out of his

hiding place. But he was found! Duly
punished. He didn't like prayer meetings. Memories!
I remembered the basketball game in
Columbia, Ky., when my fifth-grader
stole the ball, bounded across the gym
and made a basket. I became emotional,
jumped and yelled, "That's my boy!" A
tap on the shoulder brought me to my
poise again and the lady said, "Aren't
you Brother Benner?" I said, "No, I'm
Kevin's father." (A correction was due a
bit later.)
Memories kept coming, one after
another, as the Commencement program progressed. No, he didn't want a
new suit; thirty-five years before, I had
to have one. No tie, shirt open at the
collar; that was different. But I was
proud.
Then I recalled some misunderstandings, too. Less than a year ago, he was
married. His beautiful wife was seated
with us. Oh, the grief and heartaches
when we learned he was to become a
father—"so young, too young; it's just
not fair"—so we thought. Memories of
long, tearful, prayerful nights. Imagined
whispers in our church as he or I walked
by a group of people.
But tonight, I am proud. He graduated! He made it! A strong young
man—yes, a handsome man; father of
the most delightful baby boy I ever saw!
I'm proud! Yes, I saw his commitment
to the Lord—his wife's, as well—and
they are active Christians in the church.
"Lord, dare I be proud? I am."
Surely there were some traditions
which remained. "Pomp and Circumstance" sounded the same as it did 35
years ago. A hot, filled school auditorium smelled the same. The caps and
gowns, the changing of the tassels—all
the same. Plus the excitement in the lives
of the 273 graduates.
"Lord, just one night—let me be
proud!"
•

Wilbur Benner is pastor of the Antrim
Brethren in Christ Church, Greencastle, Pa.
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What can North

American

Christians learn from

vibrant, growing Brethren in Christ Churches in other cultures?

Learning
from one arwtim
For some eighty-five years the Brethren in Christ have been sharing and
planting the seeds of the gospel in other
cultures. By definition, "another culture" is a people group unlike ourselves
who, by reason of language, customs,
religion, heritage, nationality and world
view, share distinctives that make them
different from anyone else. By virtue of
our initiative, richly blessed by God's
Spirit, there are now people who identify themselves as Brethren in Christ on
five continents and in more than fifteen
distinct cultures and sub-cultures.
One of the unique characteristics of
the Christian faith has always been its
universality and capacity to feel at home
in any culture or people group where it
has been received. It is not at all unreasonable to expect that second-and thirdgeneration Christians (or even firstgeneration believers) in other cultures
have some things they would like to
share with us. Following are a few bits of
other-culture wisdom.
Be a learner
"When crossing cultural boundaries
(not barriers), come to us as a learner/
receiver, instead of as a teacher/giver."
This statement is a gentle reminder that
our host culture has validity and that
our hosts would delight in sharing it
with their guests from North America.
We are the product of our culture. We
tend to go to others with the answers,
the solutions, and the "right" ways. If I
could start my missionary career again,
I would want to begin with a careful

Frank Kipe has been involved in missions
for over thirty years as a missionary in
Africa, a student at Fuller School of World
Mission, and as a missions teacher at Messiah College. He serves on the Board for
Missions and pastors the Iron Springs (PA)
congregation.
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study of ancestor worship, animism,
and the 200- to 300-year tribal and political history of the Tonga-speaking peoples of Zambia and Zimbabwe.
In entering many of the less industrialized countries of the world, the westerner is inclined to clothe the gospel in
industrial and technical achievement,
little realizing that our host cultures may
well be living closer to the biblical context of the gospel than we are.
Religious vs. secular
Life need not be divided between the
secular and the religious. North Americans are not likely to attach religious or
social significance to crop failure, accidents, death of our livestock, or the
sickness of one of our children. Many
other societies do. We seek mathematical or scientific answers to secular problems and shield them f r o m things
spiritual.
Note this prayer request from The
Challenge: "Pray for Judith, the Zambian Registered Nurse who wishes to
work at Macha Hospital. Pray that she
may do well in her qualifying examinations." This illustrates what Paul said in
Philippians 4:6: " . . . but in everything by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to
God."
Courage
I am sure we have all tried to identify
with the church in Zimbabwe as our
brothers and sisters there have been
experiencing violence and uncertainty.
Bishop Ndlovu's recent cable to the United States read: "Fast and pray. Inform
Missions and Church." We stand in
silence as Messiah College student
Michael Dube weeps over the sketchy
news of the death of several members of
his family in Zimbabwe.
From Cuba comes this note of praise:
"We rejoice that Enrique Palacios from

.by H. Frank Kipe

Nicaragua was able to visit the church in
Cuba for two weeks." How can we really
know the courage it takes for these
brethren to face what they do and to
keep going? It is no wonder Moses and
God said to Joshua, as he faced enemies
and war, "Be strong, fear not and be of
good courage."
Interdependence
From my study of our churches in
other cultures, I constantly sense the
spirit of interdependence among Christians. A student far away from home in
Zambia writes to Bishop Silungwe, requesting the church to pray for him as he
leads a Bible study. A teacher in a
government school asks for a pastor to
be sent to shepherd a flock of new Christians. Karen Deyhle writes from Japan
in the midst of language struggles, "Oh, I
know God can hear a prayer in any
language, but it encouraged me when a
Japanese lady told me that her heart was
blessed when I prayed in chapel." A
message from Nicaragua states: "Praise
the Lord for the women's interest in
Bible studies and pray for the men in
Bible study and leadership training." We
are indeed members one of another, in
his body, the Church. We need each
other.
Perseverance
Lessons in "stick-to-it-iveness" do not
come easily to missionaries, nor to many
of us in the West. We strive for instant
success. We want our highest expectations met—now! We set our goals, plan
our strategy, and go into action. We are
success-oriented, often at the high cost
of broken relationships. I think our
other-culture churches would like to tell
us, "Slow down. Take it easy. Build
friendships. Be considerate. Think of
others also, at least when you are with
us."A Zimbabwean colleague of mine at
Matopo Mission many years ago studEvangelical Visitor

ied and strove for thirteen years to
obtain a much sought-after degree. He
would not give up nor sacrifice his primary duties as a mission teacher.
Vulnerability
Can we expose ourselves and our
plans to others with trust, especially
among fellow Christians? I have often
struggled with the question, "How much
can I share myself with others?" I often
hurt over the way we tend to hide information, plans, and visions from anyone
we suspect may misinterpret them. It
seems that some other cultures are more
open to share their hurts, failure, and
needs.
In the November 1982 issue of Today's Mission magazine, one article described the problems of refugees. The
author mentioned that the ways in which

the church can assist in resettlement are
practically limitless. "A simple attitude
of friendliness and desire to help may be
the greatest single aspect of any workable strategy." I was caught by the stress
on "attitude."
Cooperation
One further area in which we can
learn from our overseas brothers is in
the spirit of interdenominational cooperation in setting and reaching evangelistic goals. I have sensed a rather spontaneous desire overseas to cooperate
with other groups. Our church in America has gone through some difficult
periods of struggle concerning cooperation or isolation. Even now we wrestle
against trends toward congregationalism. Some feel there is not time or need
to be part of the larger body. There are

Who are you?
by Marlin Zook
In some of the classes I teach in Tokyo, we play a game.
First, the group divides into two's. Each pair is to ask each
other, "Who are you?" and "What are you?" As soon as the
person answers, or if he is slow in answering, the same
question is asked again. We keep this up for several minutes
and then reverse roles.
I have found this "count your blessings" exercise very
helpful: I am a father, a missionary, loved, sent, a husband,
a son, at peace, a teacher, forgiven, responsible, kind,
healthy, concerned about people, forgiving, an example,
light and salt
This game helps me think about who God
has made me and what he wants me to do.
Why am I here?
I am in Japan for the sake of the gospel of Jesus Christ. It
is a tremendous calling. Perhaps you think I am making big
sacrifices to be here. This is partially true, but really I am
here because I am selfish. I want what Jesus promises in
Luke 18:29-30: we will get back many times on our investment if we follow him and, in addition, we get eternal life. It
is too good a proposition to refuse.
People
I come into contact with many people, each one of whom
is different.
Mrs. Ozaki is very anxious to know more and more
about the gospel. She attends worship, the Japanese Bible
study, and the English Bible study. But she wants more
Bible knowledge and is asking for private biblical instruction so she can grow faster in her Christian walk.
Mrs. Morikawa is much more cautious about accepting
the Bible. She is drawn to the gospel but also strongly resists
it. She has stopped coming to Sunday worship and the
Japanese Bible study because the pressure is too great. She
June 1983

many reasons why we need each other.
I am encouraged by what I see in
Brethren in Christ churches overseas.
Note this prayer request from Zambia
in The Challenge: "A Zambian was
recently elected chairman of the Evangelical Fellowship of Zambia (a body of
fourteen or more evangelical churches).
Pray for the Executive Committee as it
takes an evangelical stand in the face of
national leanings toward scientific socialism." 1 note similar efforts in India,
Japan, and Central America. Our world
is too small to isolate ourselves from
God's people everywhere, seeking to
evangelize the 2.6 billion unreached
people who need to hear of Jesus.
Let us learn from one another. I
thank God and the young churches in
other cultures who have set good examples in love, hope, and faith.
•

is a lovely person and it is painful to see her struggle,
wanting to accept God's Word and yet not able to do so.
Some Bible class students are trying to understand what
the Bible is about. They read about Jews, Israel and Judah,
or about Judea, Israel and Canaan and wonder how these
relate to each other. It is a joy to see them grow in their
knowledge of God's Word.
Another joy is working with Mr. and Mrs. Furuta in
various phases of the church-planting ministry at Fuchu.
Mr. Furuta, a businessman before entering seminary, is in
charge of worship (three times a month) and the Japanese
Bible study, and also deals with people on a one-to-one
basis. At present I teach ten English classes and two English
Bible classes, and preach once a month. All participants,
including my wife Ruth, take turns leading the Japanese
Bible study. Ruth also leads a popular monthly cooking
class for women.
What I am and what I do here in Japan are determined by
the One who indwells me and empowers me. I am grateful
for that constant spring of living water God has put within

Marlin and Ruth Zook have been missionaries in Japan since
1963. They with their three children begin a furlough in July 1983.
during which they will be available for contacts with the church in
North America. For information about scheduling the Zooks to
speak to your group, contact Esther Ebersole in the Mount Jov
office of Brethren in Christ Missions. P.O. Box 27, Mount Jov
PA 17552.
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by G r a c e H o l l a n d

"Hurry up, Hon," Fred said urgently.
"We don't want to be traveling after
dark." I felt annoyed. Two major things
beyond my control had delayed the
events of the day, so it wasn't my fault
that we were late. I was hurrying. Besides, there was plenty of time to make
the 100-mile trip from Gweru to Bulawayo before dark.
After almost four months in Gweru,
this was our last day—and an exciting
one it had been. Bishop Ndlovu and his
wife, Urban Overseer Moyo and his
wife, and missionaries Jake and Nancy
Shenk had come yesterday to witness
the baptism of 17 new Brethren in Christ
and the acceptance of three more into
the church. The new group had successfully worked together to prepare a meal
for all who attended the morning service
(more than 80) and then served a nice tea
for us and our visiting co-workers from
Bulawayo in the afternoon.
This morning was our first communion service and more than 40 people
took part in it. I was eager to wash the
feet of one of the new converts but knew
that we shouldn't just send the 50 Sunday school children to play outside. I
offered to teach them so their own
Fred and Grace Holland recently returned
to North America after six months as church
planting resource persons in Zambia and
Zimbabwe. Grace is a member of the Board
for Missions.
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teacher could enjoy the service. The
adults had decided to move the Sunday
meetings from afternoon to morning,
believing that more people would come.
We thought this was a good move but
were concerned that our good group of
children might fail to turn up. Some
were missing, but to our joy, many were
there.
After disappointing job transfers for
five men whom we had hoped would
help take responsibility for the church,
the Lord had provided a fine pastor
through unusual circumstances. The pastor had picked up the responsibilities
and a deep concern for the people. He
had training in church growth and visitation which we provided and then
worked with us for three weeks in leading local Christians in visitation and
home Bible studies—a different one
each weekday evening. His wife got
along beautifully with the women. We
were confident that the church would
not only be able to hold its own, but
would go on growing. More than 300
homes had been visited—each three
times—but thousands more needed to
be contacted.
So we drove out of Gweru in the late
afternoon with bittersweet thoughts. God
had done a great thing in calling out a
church in that city, and now he was
calling us as church planting trainers to
leave them and work somewhere else.
Our little Renault R12 skimmed over

the miles as Fred and I recounted God's
workings.
"What do I smell?" Fred asked suddenly. I took inventory with my nose
and said, "I don't smell anything." Then
the red temperature light came on and I
smelled hot rubber too. The fan belt was
broken and I joked, "Does that mean we
have to sleep here all night?" We were
about 40 miles out of Bulawayo and
there was not a building or African village in sight. We were well aware of the
political unrest in the county—of the
farm family that had been shot somewhere to the west two weeks before and
of the bus that had been burned 20 miles
away a few months before that.
"No, I don't think so," Fred said
cheerfully as he produced a spare fan
belt from the glove compartment. But
when he looked for his wrenches, they
were not there. "They must have been
stolen when the car was in the garage the
last time," he said. He had to stop two
cars before he found someone with
wrenches, but the African man was
delighted that he could help, so we were
all pleased when the belt went on quickly. The car coughed a little and then
started on its way.
The red light came on again. We
stopped to think what might be wrong. I
suggested putting water in and spotted a
little bridge ahead where some might be
found. We drove up and began dipping
water from the mud hole with our therEvangelical Visitor

mos cup. The car took an enormous
amount of water. We later learned that
the head of the motor had warped and
the water was filling the piston cylinders!
As I stooped to dip more water I
glanced at my good dress and shoes,
which I hadn't taken time to change.
Then I glanced at the horizon. The sun
was turned very red and rapidly losing
its place in the sky. The car wouldn't
start, but each time we tried it, it
sounded a little better, so we thought
that if we waited for it to cool, it would
probably go. We decided to have a
prayer meeting for the people in Gweru,
so we mentioned each one by name and
expressed our aspirations for them. The
Lord was near. Every so often we tried
to start the car and at last it reluctantly
started. The sky was brilliant behind the
black horizon of flat-topped trees and
we were grateful to be on our way.
The car tried hard for ten miles, then
the red light came on again. Twilight is
short in Africa and it was nearly dark
now. I looked for water with the flashlight, but there wasn't any. I got back
into the car, thinking of the worst that
could happen. Few cars were passing
now—no one else wanted to travel after
dark either—and those who passed
didn't even slacken their speed, although
our hood was up.
Almost immediately a great peace
enveloped me. We hadn't been careless
or disobedient as far as we knew. The
Lord could have kept the fan belt from
breaking or the car from being disabled
if he had wanted to. He could protect us

The fan belt was
broken and I joked,
"Does that mean
we have to sleep
here all night?"

now from unwanted visitors—or he
could let us be carried off or even killed,
and he would still be the loving Master
of our lives!
We saw a light in the distance and
decided that Fred would stay with the
car while I walked and tried to phone for
help. A car approached quickly from
behind us, sped past Fred and then past
me. I thought it faltered a little as if the
driver was trying to decide whether or
not to stop. Then the back-up lights
came on. "Good evening," I said in a
steady voice when the car reached me.
"We've had car trouble and 1 am going
to try to find a phone."
"We'll take up," they said in good
African English. "That is a police camp
ahead. You'll be in good hands there." 1
climbed in but could not make out the
dark faces behind the circle of glowing
cigarettes. The men cracked sophisticated jokes about women drivers. I
laughed and asked the woman at the
wheel if the men shouldn't be thankful

that we can drive. At the camp a lone
policeman was on duty. With a funny
little smile he asked if I knew that I was
in a curfew area. I said I didn't, realizing
that meant no one should be traveling
there at night. While we waited for the
party telephone line to clear, we talked
about churches. Jake Shenk's voice
sounded good over the phone. He promised to come and tow us in as soon as he
could.
Now what should I do, if I wasn't
supposed to walk there after dark? The
policeman grinned again. "You'd better
go back to your husband so he doesn't
worry about you," he said. "I'm sorry we
don't have a vehicle to take you—they're
all out. You'll be all right when you get
to the road. The curfew area is only
between here and the railroad tracks." I
hadn't realized that we crossed tracks to
get to the camp!
As we walked to the high gate, I spoke
my appreciation in Ndebele. "So you are
Ma Khumalo," he said, indicating that I
could be considered a respected member
of his people. I slipped out the gate and
as he locked it behind me he said quietly,
"May the Lord bless you and help you
get home safely."
The moon was bright as it can be only
in Africa and there was a cool breeze.
African night sounds kept me company
as I strode along the road. I waved my
flashlight toward our car and far down
the road Fred flashed the headlights
back. There was nothing but joy and
thankfulness in my heart for the night's
events. How good it was to know that
our God can be trusted!
•

Raise donors, not dollars
When it comes to raising money for world missions,
Robert Schmidgall concentrates as much on the number of
people making faith promises as the number of dollars
promised. That's one reason why his church, Calvary Temple in Naperville, Illinois, led the denomination (Assemblies
of God) in missions giving for 1981.
"I Corinthians 16 talks about every one of you getting
involved in giving, and missions is a good area to practice
that. If 1,000 people give $20 a month, that's twice as good
as 100 people giving $100 a month," he says. "And it also
gives the congregation a feel for what we can do together."
The church holds two week-long missions conferences a
year, in May and November. On the final Sunday morning,
when faith promises are solicited for the next six months,
ushers make sure every individual present receives a card.
Then, when totals are announced, the number of givers gets
equal limelight with the amount of money raised.
June 1983

"I don't apologize for asking boldly when it comes to
world missions," says the pastor.
"Actually, it's the only time of year we make a strong
push. Even the young are challenged to make their own
faith promises. We send our missionary guests to the teen
classes and down as far as the junior department, and many
of the students fill out cards. Below fourth grade, we ask
parents to talk with their children about what they might do
on their own, apart from Mom and Dad."
The result: approximately two-thirds of the Sunday
morning attenders (all ages) make faith promises to the
missions fund. Fulfillment of those promises runs 90 percent. Total giving to world missions in 1981: $242.68 per
capita.

©Leadership 100, 1983. Used by permission.
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Tour group
visits
South Africa

Alive

FOR A PURPOSE

by Alice Dourte
by Edith Miller

"Mr. Mbewe, I am so happy to see
you here at Sikalongo." He was among
the new students enrolled at Sikalongo
Bible Institute for 1983. I was just a
visitor. As I saw him a few rows ahead of
me in prayer meeting, I felt the urge to
speak to him, I wanted him to know
how overjoyed I was at the miracle of
seeing him in quite different circumstances than our first meeting.
On March 8, 1982, as I left one of the
nurses' houses at Macha Hospital, I
heard someone crying. I alerted the
nurses to this, thinking that one of their
student nurses had received news of a
death in the family. But as they went in
the moonlight to investigate, they found
a man writhing in pain along the path.
His immediate response to being found
was, "Let me alone; I just want to die."
Over and over again, he wailed, "Let me
alone; I just want to die."
In response to the nurses' questions,
he claimed he had climbed a nearby
electric pole. We didn't want to believe
him. No one could survive direct contact
with 220 volt current. We walked around in the bright moonlight to see if
there was any evidence to verify his
claims, but found none.
Even though he wanted to die, he
didn't resist being put into the vanette.
When we got him to the lights of the
main entrance of the hospital a few
yards away, we changed our minds. We
were convinced that he had been severely burned.
The next morning, by light of day,
there was further evidence to support his
claims. His shirt was waving in the
breeze at the top of the thirty-foot electric pole. His shoes were at the bottom.
Only the Lord had prevented death
from his contact with that high voltage
current. Only the Lord had cushioned
the fall when the electricity threw him
instead of killing him.
It was a great variety of distressing
family and marital problems that had
Edith Miller teaches at the Copperbelt
Training College in Kitwe, Zambia.
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led Dick Mbewe to attempt suicide. For
days, weeks, even months afterwards,
the Macha Hospital staff, along with
their surgical and therapeutic ministries,
counselled and encouraged and prayed
with Dick. They were able to convince
him that the Lord had saved his life,
even though his right arm had been
amputated and his right foot was deeply
scarred. He had been kept alive for a
purpose. The Lord was the answer to his
problems. In the middle of one sleepless
night in June, Dick turned his life over
to the Lord and continued the journey
of restoration of both body and mind.
Dick Mbewe still has obstacles to
overcome. He hasn't learned how to
cook for himself with only one hand.
But he wants to try. He's made one
attempt (as of this writing) to ride a
bicycle again so he can go with the other
Bible Institute students as they made
contacts in nearby villages. He has had
difficulty finding money for his school
fees. His foot might still need to be
amputated.
However, he is a trained teacher with
a number of years of experience. He has
the academic background to see him
through the discipline of study for the
next two years. More than that, he has
the joy of the Lord in his heart in spite of
his physical handicaps. He wants to
know more about the One who miraculously saved him from death, and gave
him spiritual life through faith in Jesus
Christ.
This won't make him immune to
Satan's attacks. We as fellow recipients
of God's grace need to support and surround him with our prayers and concern. He will then receive strength to
overcome the temptations Satan is certain to set before him. God wants to
continue his work of grace in Dick's life.
Would you also like to tell Mr. Mbewe
that you are happy he is at Sikalongo
Bible Institute? You could write him a
short letter of encouragement: c / o Sikalongo Bible Institute, Box 131, Choma,
Zambia.
•

JOHANNESBURG, South A f r i c a Twelve persons from North America
participated in a three-week learning
tour in Southern Africa from February
15 to March 4. The group, led by Mennonite Central Committee South Africa
Representatives Robert and Judy Zimmerman Herr, toured parts of South
Africa, Zimbabwe and Botswana.
"This was a people-centered tour,"
observed Norma Pinter from Oreland,
Pa. "We won't have the typical tourist
stories to tell." Another participant observed that the tour was "a different
experience for each person. It was especially different for blacks and whites in
our group."
MCCer Richard MacBride, who accompanied the tour, wrote that the group
was not spared the realities of apartheid.
"They did not stay within the 'cordon
sanitaire' of white South Africa; they
chose the path that took them to the
'heart of darkness' known as apartheid.
Outside the main post office in Johannesburg, members of the tour witnessed
a white South African woman physically and verbally abuse one of the black
participants of the tour. Such sights are
not forgotten."
The tour focused on learning about
socio-political realities and issues of justice in Southern Africa, MCC's involvement in the region and the work of local
churches. Group members agreed that
personal contacts in each country were
the most powerful learning experiences.
In South Africa, resource persons
associated with the South Africa Council of Churches (SACC) helped the
group understand the government's
apartheid system and its consequences.
After hearing about mass relocation
efforts and the plight of black laborers,
tour members visited areas designated
as "homelands" for black South Africans.
MacBride, originally from Waterloo,
Ont., and now working in Lesotho,
reported: "They saw many disturbing
sights. They visited the Black Sash waiting room, full of black South Africans
seeking advice regarding their status in
relation to the multitude of Pass Laws.
Evangelical Visitor
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Everywhere they saw white foremen
with nothing to do but stand in the
shade and supervise the black workers.
They visited a black resettlement area, in
one of the so-called "independent homelands" where there is no work, no space
for gardens or cattle, and where the
houses have tin roofs and walls constructed with cardboard or wooden packing cases."
Tour group members learned of efforts by the SACC and other groups to
help victims of apartheid and violence
and to promote just changes. MacBride
related, "One SACC worker told the
group that their co-worker had just been
released after three days in detention
and after sessions of enduring cigarette
burns, and electric shock." The SACC
leader explained, "We must always say
there is hope . . . . It is precisely because
we read the Bible and pray that we say
and do what we do."
Resource persons also talked about
the effectiveness of external pressure on
the South African government for
change: "We suffer from national schizophrenia. We act as though we don't
care [about world opinion], yet we care
very much."
Since the late 1960s, MCC has supported the South African Council of
Churches literature on peace and nonviolence to various institutions in South
Africa. Since 1978 that activity has
expanded; MCC is now a member of the
SACC.
From South Africa the tour group
traveled by road to Zimbabwe, where
they were hosted by the Brethren in
Christ Church. The Brethren in Christ

Overseer Kirk Moyo and his wife at
Bishop Ndlovu's home. Rev. Moyo is the
Urban District Overseer.
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Tour participants Al and Norma Pinter (left) talk with Stephen Ndlovu, Bishop of the
Brethren in Christ Church in Zimbabwe, and Neil Eash, an MCCer from Botswana.

Church is located mostly in Matabeleland, scene of escalating violence as the
Mugabe government tries to stamp out
dissident activity.
The conflict in the area has seriously
affected the life of many people in the
rural areas. There are many reports of
torture and death of innocent people at
the hands of military personnel patrolling the countryside. Church people
urged the tour group to ask the North
American churches to pray for them as
they face current uncertainties.
In meetings with Brethren in Christ
clergy and government officials and in
visits to missions, the group heard about
the missionary's role in Zimbabwe's
development and the role of the church
in this newly independent nation.
Historically, mission schools provided
most of the education for the country.
With the coming of majority rule and
expanded job opportunities in government, Zimbabwe is faced with a shortage of trained personnel in technical
fields and education. "The situation is
desperate," the group was told. "We are
back to square one."
Working through the Brethren in
Christ Church in Zimbabwe, MCC has
been providing personnel and supplies
to aid in reconstruction and staffing of
schools and hospitals since 1980.
Tour members visited and spoke in
three Brethren in Christ churches on
Sunday morning. They commented on
the "vitality" in the services. Over 1,000
people were in the congregation at Lobengula church, near Bulawayo.

In a two-day visit in Botswana tour
members learned firsthand about the
preciousness of "pula" (water), the
country's most valuable natural resource.
Botswana is 80 percent desert. The
drought, which has gripped southern
Africa for the past two years, has virtually halted Botswana's crop and cattle
raising. This, along with rapid population growth and migration to cities and
towns, provides a tremendous challenge
to the government to meet growing
demands for food.
The group evaluated their experiences during the three-week learning
tour in a wrap-up session in Gaborone,
Botswana. Various group members
voiced feelings of helplessness in the face
of South Africa's complex apartheid
system and the frustration of being only
visitors, looking on from the outside.
But the group agreed it was a worthwhile experience.
"I have a new appreciation f o r
MCCers and the work MCC is doing in
Southern Africa," commented Phil Rich
from Archbold, Ohio. "After this tour I
believe we have a better basis on which
to judge what we read and hear." Many
of the group planned to share their
experiences and information with churches and groups back home.
•

A lice Dourle, one of the tour participants,
is completing four years of service as Secretary of Information Services for Brethren in
Christ Missions, Mount Joy, Pa.
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A Singles Retreat

Alone Together
or

Together Alone ?
by Daryl Haines

Paul tells us in 1 Corinthians 12:12-13
that "The body is a unit, though it is
made up of many parts; and though all
its parts are many they form one body.
So it is with Christ. For we were all
baptized by one Spirit into one body—
whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free
. . . ." At the Cross Roads Church in
Mount Joy, Pa., and I hope throughout
the whole church, we are recognizing the
extensions of Paul's thoughts to include
old or young, male or female, white or
black, and even married or single.
At Cross Roads, as in many Brethren in Christ churches, our youth group
or Christ Crusaders was essentially defined as all "unmarrieds" ages twelve to
. . . , well, to whenever you felt too old to
be in the "youth group." We had 30-35
in this group. Great, except they ranged
from 12 to 32 in age. That makes it
difficult to maximize the benefits of
your ministry.
Our solution came in recognizing the
different needs and concerns of our teenagers and young adults. Yes, adults. If
our 24-year-old singles were married
persons with children, we would not
question their adulthood and maturity.
But many times we forget this group of
people who have remained single into
their early adult years. And in our modern society, this is a growing number of

Daryl Haines grew up in
Brethren in Christ Church,
Ohio. He presently attends
Church, Mt. Joy, Pa., and
Adult Singles Sunday School
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persons with very important needs and
concerns.
A dual program was instituted at
Cross Roads. Our youth group was
defined as junior high and senior high
teens (15-20 persons). Programs have
been designed to meet their needs and
interests as teenagers. The other half of
our dual program was new ministry
focused on the young adult singles (1822 persons).
From this adult singles emphasis came
a most remarkable experience—a weekend that we hope was just a beginning. I
would like to share some of that experience here. We realized as a group that
one of our primary concerns was learning to be open with our feelings and
sensitive to the feelings of others. In a
word—relationships. Thus was born the
focus for a Young Adult Singles Retreat
at the Kenbrook Bible Camp Retreat
Center.
Our group appointed a retreat committee in July 1982, composed of Emily
Lesher, Karen Myers, and Kirby Umholtz. These three, with help from others, planned our retreat for February
18-20,1983. The first step in planning an
event like this is to define the purpose.
Ours was set out in six goals:
1. Learn to "communicate" our feelings.
2. Learn to be our "real" selves with
each other.
3. To become comfortable at being
"open" with each other.
4. To establish a "group identity."
5. To create an "inter-church" fellowship with other Brethren in Christ
churches.

6. To create a basis for "continued"
group dynamics in the areas of:
a. Fellowship—socially
b. Relationships—personally
c. Service—spiritually
We believed a group of 35 to 50 persons would be best suited to meet all our
goals. The Brethren in Christ churches
in Lancaster County (13 in all) were
canvassed. We discovered that approximately 110 young adult singles attend
these churches. Even though the county's largest church had a conflict and
could not participate at all, we had a
response of 49 singles attend. This included the spontaneous participation of
two Allegheny Conference churches who
heard of the retreat by word of mouth.
A total of 11 Brethren in Christ churches
were represented from the Atlantic and
Allegheny Conferences.
Our theme was "Alone Together or
Together Alone." Sound redundant or
confusing? Not really. Think about it for
a moment. Have you ever been in a
room with many people, even people
you know, but felt totally alone and
isolated? Were you "alone together,"
since probably others in that room felt
the same way? Wouldn't Christ want us
to share our feelings and support each
other "together" in our aloneness?
This theme was hit dead center by our
resource leader, Dr. Jake Thiessen, Assistant Professor of Family Studies and
Interpersonal Relationships at Messiah
College. Dr. Thiessen held four teaching
sessions on the topics of (1) Trust:
Wants, Needs and Fears; (2) Communicating Myself to You; (3) My World of
Feelings, and (4) Love: Friends and
Evangelical Visitor
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The dining room at
Kenbrook Camp.

Forty-nine young single adults
shared in the retreat.

Family. Jake (as he asked everyone to
call him) communicated right to each
person, as if only he and that one individual were present. The response to his
very relaxed and personal sessions was
overwhelmingly positive. Kaye Wolgemuth and Phil Byers discovered hidden
talents as they helped us learn to communicate ourselves to each other in a
role playing experiment with Jake.
Jake's session on "My World of Feelings" was emotion packed. In groups of
five to eight, we discovered ways to
communicate our feelings of happiness,
sadness, anger, fear, and love, to name a
few. The favorite teaching session of
almost everyone was Sunday morning,
on the topic of "Love: Friends and Family." At this session Jake shared some
terrific insights and advice on our love
relationships. Everyone had an opportunity to take a test that revealed what
kind of "lover" they are. This may sound
very sex-oriented. But it is not. After all,
if we all were agape lovers of others as
Jesus taught, our relationships would
without a doubt improve one hundred
fold.
Naturally, we also had lots of good
food and fun. The highlight of our social
activities was the first annual Brethren
in Christ Miss Desirable Contest. This
was a good-natured spoof on the Miss
America pageant using male contestants. In the interest of not embarrassing
a certain school teacher who won the
title of Miss Desirable of 1983, we'll
mention no names here.
Group initiative games were led by
John Reitz, pastor of the Skyline View
Church, Harrisburg, Pa. These initiative
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games not only provided fun and fellowship, but also helped us continue developing our skills of relating to one another as individuals and as teams. Cross
Road's own "Kirby Productions" provided laughter for all with Saturday
Night at the Movies.
Altogether, 49 young adult singles (18
to 26 years old) shared a great time from
Friday evening until Sunday afternoon.
What is important about that statistic?
When you last planned an event or
retreat for a group that had never done
that type of thing before, how many of
those invited did you expect to attend?
We had over 50% attend despite the
newness and the cost for many who have
little or no income. That high response
was not so much a reflection of our
planning and publicity as it was an indication of the desire of our young adult
singles to be recognized. Also, the attendance confirmed the vital need our young
adults have to better understand their
feelings and relationships to others. It
seems to me that the interest in this
retreat demonstrates the importance of
the church's addressing the needs and
potential of this often forgotten peer
group.
Our final goal was to create a continued group dynamic—socially, personally and spiritually. A number of persons commented how the weekend was
a "mountaintop experience." One of our

objectives was to help continue that
experience and not allow it to be just a
momentary aberration before returning
to the real world. Even though this is a
more difficult goal to accomplish, its
importance is vital to the future spiritual
and personal growth of these persons.
How is this goal made a reality? One
way is by the self-initiative of these
young adults themselves. In that regard,
I asked our group to commit themselves
with name and address if they would be
willing to actively help accomplish this
goal. A full one-third (16) volunteered.
These names have been passed to the
Board of Christian representatives.
A second ingredient necessary to convert this goal into reality is making the
needs and interests of our young adult
singles a priority ministry throughout
the brotherhood. Without enthusiastic
leadership, few ministries will sustain
the "mountaintop experience" for long.
I was encouraged at the 1983 Atlantic
Regional Conference to hear Ken Letner
say that this is exactly what the Board of
Christian Education is planning. I urge
each of you to look at your churches and
local areas to see that our young adults,
both single and married, are being enthusiastically ministered to. They are the
Brethren in Christ Church of the future.
From what I saw at Kenbrook in February, the future of our church is in good
hands.
•
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Photos: 1978 General
Conference Pageant

Drama

m '84
by Darrel Brubaker

General Conference 1978. Almost
2,000 people, packed into Eisenhower
Center, wait expectantly for the premiere performance of the Brethren in
Christ pageant. Backstage, dozens of
nervous actors either pace the floor or
sit, eyes closed, engaged in serious
prayer. This performance culminates
months of intense work and study.
Emotions and tensions are high. You
can see it—feel it—in the eyes of the
director, the made-up faces of the
actors, my own sweaty palms.
Typical church drama? Not quite.
This is a special performance of a uniquely wonderful play. Probably a
once-in-a-life time experience for all of
us.
Yet every play, every actor, every
director knows moments like this. The
thrill of a successful performance. The
sweat—and often tears—of months of
memorization, planning, rehearsal. Drama is somewhat like marriage—hours
of effort rewarded by an occasional
burst of joy. And yet, like marriage,
there is no shortage of willing entrants!
I am excited by the progress of drama
in our denomination since that first
pageant performance five years ago.
Messiah College students later took a
condensed version of the pageant on
tour—first to Canada (fall of '78), then
to California (summer of'79). More and
more local Brethren in Christ churches
are beginning drama ministries of their
own. Some churches have even set up a
drama committee to ensure both quality
and Christian drama ministries. Others
share the fruits of their labor with
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neighboring churches, inspiring budding
dramatists in those churches to develop
their own ministry. And what of the
future? The possiblities are as endless as
God's grace and our imagination! Hundreds of young people got a glimpse of
the healing potential (emotional and
spiritual) of psychodrama at French
Lick. Many adults, meanwhile, see drama coming "into its own" in the next
decade, taking its place alongside church
music as a partner in ministry.
Which brings us full-circle to General
Conference at Messiah College, but now
six years later, in 1984. Here, for the first
time, Brethren in Christ congregations

in North America will share their insights, gifts and efforts in drama with
each other! How?
The Board of Christian Education is
sponsoring a "drama fest" during General Conference. A drama fest gives an
opportunity for many churches to participate, at various levels of involvement. Here is the process:
(1) Local churches are asked to produce a dramatic piece based on the General Conference theme "Living as
Christ's Family". The piece can be 15
minutes to one hour in length, and can
be virtually any type of drama (traditional play, musical, dramatic reading,
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spontaneous or audience participation
theatre, mime, etc.).
(2) The church then registers with the
Board of Christian Education, identifying the play, the contact person and
other pertinent information. A nominal
fee of $15 is requested from each participating church. Up to 20 congregations
will be accepted.
(3) The dramas will be presented in
the Miller Auditorium of the Climenhaga Fine Arts Center throughout the
week of General Conference, beginning
Monday, July 2. On Saturday and Sunday, the stage will be available for
rehearsals. Plays will be given at least
twice.
(4) Each drama will be "judged" on
direction, character development, artistic beauty, technical skill, etc. This critique will be fundamentally positive,
with affirmation of what is good and an
agenda for what can be improved. There
will be no losers—all entries are winners!
Cooperation, rather than competition,
will be stressed.
(5) Audience involvement will also
be important. Hopefully, actors and
crew will have time after each performance to interact with the audience.
Why devote so much time and effort
to drama? The Christian church, through
the centuries, has employed drama to
edify and to entertain. Both are legitimate. For drama is more than an art, it
is a ministry.
Drama can reach people at several
levels—intellectual, emotional, spiritual.
Many persons will listen and respond to
a powerful Christian message in drama.
That same message in a sermon might
be either ignored or angrily rebutted.
Drama moves past defenses to the heart
and the soul.
Certainly drama does good things for
the audience. But those directly involved
benefit even more. I have seen shy, quiet
teenagers blossom as they share in a
drama ministry. Drama often provides
an important outlet for those—like myself—who would never dream of singing
or playing ball in front of a crowd.
Drama excludes no one. A director can
always say, "If we cannot use you on
stage just now, we will surely find a place
backstage. We need you!"
Drama complements the ministry of
the entire church. There are plays with a
specifically evangelistic message. Plays
with an Easter theme. Christmas plays.
Peace a n d / o r justice plays. Plays set in
biblical times. Plays about Bible characters. Name the season—or the message—
there is a Christian play to fit. (And, if it
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does not fit perfectly, you can always
adapt it—or even write your own!)
Plan now to share your ministry with
others at General Conference. July of
1984 may seem far away. It will be here
soon, though, and now is the time to
begin planning and preparation.
As director of the drama fest, I want
to work with you as you prepare. As you
have no doubt guessed by now, I am
excited about Christian drama ministry.
That excitement grows out of personal
experience. And I would enjoy sharing
some of my ideas with you, and listening

to yours, as well. Please contact me at
the address and phone number given
below to continue discussion.
Darrel Brubaker
Eastern Baptist Seminary
Lancaster & City Line Aves.
Phila., PA 19151
(215) 649-4153
•
A student at Eastern Baptist
Seminary,
Darrel Brubaker was a member of the cast of
"The Pilgrimage of the Brethren in Christ,"
and has participated in college and church
dramatic
productions.

stevOarc/sfjip
I often wonder why
. . . we refer to the Ten Commandments and cringe at the thought of
breaking one of them,
. . . we quote Isaiah 1:18 and claim the promise that though our sins be
as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow,
. . . we recite Psalm 23, and bask in its comfort, we sing Isaiah 9:6 and
rejoice at the thought of Jesus being wonderful, counsellor, the
mighty God, the everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace,
. . . we ponder the story of Job's destitution and identify with his
assurance that we know our Redeemer lives,
and yet we never cautiously say, "But that's Old Testament."
But of the many verses which speak
. . . of tithing our income and capital gains,
. . . of lending to the poor,
. . . of giving generously to those in need,
. . . of not neglecting the Lord's servants,
. . . of cancelling debts,
. . . of being blessed for obeying the above commands,
we cautiously say, "But that's Old Testament!"
Submitted by Lester C. Fretz
Director of Stewardship & Finance (Canada)
A new trend—In 1982, giving by Brethren in Christ grew faster than
operational costs of the Board of Administration for the first time in nearly
ten years. This increase in giving from $9,678,510 to $10,774,472 (as
reported by churches) does not include some direct support to ministries
formerly reported to churches. In 1981 the Board of Administration
operational percent of overall giving was 3.71%, but in 1982 it declined to
3.29%. Actual dollars spent was nearly $30,000 less than the previous year.
CM&M meetings for church financial people—-Throughout the United States, at the end of May and into mid-June, numerous meetings on
behalf of Cooperative Ministries and Mission will be held. These are
planned especially for church treasurers and others involved in financial
matters in the local church. Stewardship committees, church board
members, pastors and other interested people are encouraged to attend the
meeting nearest you. See your Bishop's Newsletter for the schedule in your
conference.
At the meeting, the new procedures will be introduced as well as new
formats to be used for 1984 record keeping and reporting. Specific suggestions will be offered for auditing local church records. Sponsored by the
General Treasurer and Commission on Stewardship and Finance, these
are times for you to ask your questions about financial matters affecting
your church.
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church nevOs
Allegheny Conference
Revival services were held by the Altoona congregation, Pa., April 4-10, with Rev. Bedsaul Agee
as the evangelist. A program on the life of Christ
was presented to the congregation on Friday,
April 1, by the Marsh Creek Church. • Increasing
Sunday school attendance has caused the Blue
Mountain congregation, Roxbury, Pa., to place a
trailer by the church to provide more classrooms.
Twenty-three persons were welcomed into the
Carlisle congregation. Pa., on Sunday, March 27.
• The Cedar Heights congregation. Mill Hall, Pa.,
reports receiving nine persons into fellowship on
Sunday, March 20. A recent speaker to the congregation was Anna Peachey.
Fifty Senior Citizens were honored with a meal
on Sunday, March 20, by the Christ's Crusaders of
the Clear Creek congregation, Saxton. Pa. • The
Iron Springs congregation, Waynesboro, Pa.,
recently showed the film, "High Point."
A male quartet f r o m the Penn View Bible Institute presented an evening of music to the Springhope, Pa., congregation on Sunday, March 27. A
fellowship meal was held before the service. • The
West Shore congregation, Enola, Pa., has recently
moved f r o m the status of an extension church to a
conference congregation.

Atlantic Conference
Guests of the Holden Park congregation,
Orlando, Fl„ on Palm Sunday, March 27, were
former pastor and wife. Rev. and Mrs. Maurice
Bender. The couple shared in the pastor's absence.
• Special guest of the Lancaster congregation. Pa.,

Ringgold Meeting House
Ringgold, Maryland

Special Services
Second Annual Heritage Service—
A worship service in the "old style"
will be conducted Sunday, June 5,
at 3:00 p.m. in the historic Ringgold
Meeting House. Bishop John Byers
will be the worship leader. Alden
Long will preach the sermon. Ronald
Miller will lead the singing. Please
join with us in remembering the
days past to gain perspective and
strength for today.
Eleventh Annual Hymn Sing will be
held on the lawn of the Ringgold
Meeting House Sunday evening,
July 31, at 6:00 p.m. Local talent and
congregational singing will be featured. Devotions by Rev. Frank Kipe.
Please bring your own lawn chairs.
For more information, contact Avery
Zook, 6080 Cumberland Hwy., Chambersburg, Pa. 17201 .(717) 264-2580.

on Sunday morning, March 20, was Rev. Enrique
Palacios, executive minister of the Brethren in
Christ Church in Nicaragua. Rev. Eugene Madeira
served as the interpreter.
The CABC Adult Sunday School Class of the
Mt. Pleasant congregation, Mt. Joy, Pa., hosted
an ice cream social on Thursday, April 14, for
Messiah Village. • A fellowship meal was held by
the Palmyra congregation. Pa., on Sunday, May
1, following a presentation by the M C C Players.
The group presents a visual program of the work
done by Mennonite Central Committee.
A missions rally was held by the Refton congregation, Pa., on S u n d a y evening, M a r c h 27.
Enrique Palacios, Brethren in Christ minister
from Nicaragua, was interviewed and also brought
the message. The film "Peace Child" was viewed.
The Shenks congregation, Elizabethtown, Pa.,
reports holding special Lenten services with speakers Rev. Fred Geib, Rev. Charles Pugh and
Bishop John Byers, using the theme "On the
Cross." A fellowship dinner was held in connection with the services. • Spiritual emphasis services
were held by the Souderton congregation, P a „ on
March 13-16. Dr. Owen Alderfer was the speaker.

Rev. and Mrs. Elam O. Dohner were honored
on M o n d a y evening, March 15, on their 50th
wedding anniversary by the Rolling Acres congregation, McMinnville, Tn„ where they are serving
as the interim pastoral couple. A dinner was held
by the church family, followed by a program at
which time the couple was presented with gifts.

Canadian Conference
A Spiritual growth weekend was held by the
Bridlewood congregation, Agincourt, Ont., on
April 22-24. Rev. and Mrs. Eber Dourte were the
resource couple. • A group of college students,
"The Gentle Faith," ministered to the Houghton
congregation, Langton, Ont., on a Sunday morning recently. The group represented Niagara Christian College.
The children of the New Life Sunday School,
Collingwood, Ont., released 300 balloons on
Easter Sunday, April 3, following the morning
worship service. Each balloon carried the name
and address of a student and a Bible verse. • A
missions conference was held by the Sherkston
congregation, Ont., on April 22-24. Louis Cober
was the theme speaker. Also participating in the
conference were Dave and Patti Miller and Colin
Brewster.

Central Conference
A special dinner was held on Sunday, March 27,
for senior citizens of the Christian Union Church,
Garret, In. The dinner was hosted by the Chnstian
H o m e Builders Sunday School Class. A short
program was held following the meal. • Nine persons f r o m the Dayton congregation, Oh., were
baptized recently. A ground breaking service was
held on Sunday, March 27.
The Fairview congregation, Englewood, Oh.,
reports holding a consecration service on Sunday,
April 10, for their newly elected deacons and deaconesses: Kathleen Aiken, R o n Niesley, J i m
Weaver and Ruth Wenger. • Rev. Henry Ginder
used the theme, "God's Men in Today's World" at
a men's fellowship breakfast, for the Nappanee
congregation. In. The breakfast was held on Saturday, April 23. Rev. Ginder also spoke nightly to
the congregation April 23-27.
The film "I Beheld His Glory" was viewed by the
Northridge congregation, Springfield, Oh., on
Sunday evening, April 3.

An Open House was held on Sunday, March
20, in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hoover's
50th wedding anniversary. The Hoovers are members of the Pleasant Hill congregation, Oh., and
are the parents of f o u r children: Anna M a n e ,
Albert, J o h n and Philip.

Midwest Conference
April 14-17 were the dates for the Christian
Family Life Series held by the Bethany congregation, Thomas, Ok. Rev. Nolan Christian, marriage and family therapist f r o m Tulsa, led the
series. • A play entitled "The Moment of Choice"
was given by members of the Rosebank congregation, Hope, Ks., on Sunday evening, April 3.
The Marriage Enrichment Series films were
shown recently by the Zion congregation, Abilene,
Ks.

Pacific Conference
The Alta Loma congregation, Ca., held a reception t o welcome Randy and Chris Decker to the
pastoral staff on Sunday evening, March 20.
Randy has become an associate minister and will
be working in youth ministries.
The College Sunday School Class of the Upland
congregation, Ca., held a free slave day for
members of the congregation on Saturday, Apnl
16.

For The Record
Births
Albaladevo: Miguel Jr., March 19; Miguel and
Lourdes Albaladevo, Holden Park congregation,
Fl.
Bryant: J a s o n Daniel Earl, Feb. 14; Daniel and
Donna Bryant, Clear Creek congregation, Pa.
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Canada: Mark Richard, Nov. 12; Richard and
Marilyn Canada, Refton congregation, Pa.
Charles: Ronald Allen, April 2; Allen and E. J.
Charles, Zuni, N M .
D e s c h a m p s : A m a n d a L e a n n e , M a r c h 23;
Andre and J u d y Deschamps, Falls View congregation, Ont.
Ebersole: Jennifer Lynn, Feb. 23; Jeffrey and
Ann Ebersole, Shenks congregation. Pa.
Ertley: Renee Nicole, March 4; D o n and Cathy
Ertley, M a n o r congregation, Pa.
Fischer: Jason Aaron, March 24; Daniel and
Kim Fischer, Clear Creek congregation, Pa.
Force: Elizabeth Elaine, March 26; George and
Elaine Force, Cedar Heights congregation. Pa.
Franzel: Christopher Ben, March 14; Matt and
Sandy Franzel, Upland congregation, Ca.
Higginbotham: Neil Anthony, March 29; Harold
and Angie Higginbotham, Nappanee congregation, In.
Hilsher: Benjamin Michael, March 31; Dale
and Cindy Hilsher, Maytown congregation, Pa.
Hollinger: Stephanie Marie, March 19; Steve
and Cindy Hollinger, Manheim congregation, Pa.
Kinser: Heather Diane, J a n . 21; Kenny and
Belinda Kinser, Clear Creek congregation. Pa.
Klassen: Crystal Leanne, March 4; Rick and
Kari Klassen, Massey Place congregation, Ont.
McClain: Samuel James, March 5; Mr. and
Mrs. Jim McClain, Alta Loma congregation, Ca.
Messick: Kevin Mark, March 30; Ken and
M a r i a n Messick, Elizabethtown congregation,
Pa.
Morton: Stacey Marie, Aug. 30; Byron and
Marlene (McNiven) Morton, Fenelon Falls, Ont.
Poe: Ellen Elizabeth, M a r c h 28; Lee a n d
D o n n a Poe, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Ramos: J o n a t h a n Dengler. March 22, J o h n n y
and Lucinda Ramos, Fairland congregation. Pa.
Ross: Branden Elliot, April 4; Randy and
Debbie Ross, New Guilford congregation, Pa.
Rudy: J o s h u a Kurtis, Nov. 19; James and
Arlene Rudy, Refton congregation, Pa.
Seibert: Rebekah Michelle, March 28; Mike
and Debbie Seibert, Highland congregation, Oh.
Shearer: A m a n d a Jo, April 5; Rick and Tami
Shearer, Pequea congregation, Pa.
Stiffler: Alica Kaye, Feb. 19; Gary and Linda
Stiffler, Clear Creek congregation, Pa.
Thompson: Matthew Dennis, Feb. 10; Denny
and Brenda Thompson, Clear Creek congregation, Pa.
Wright: Timothy Brinton, March 17; Rev. Ed
and Patsy Wright, Highland congregation, Oh.

Weddings
Doyle-Archambeau: Kimberly A r c h a m b e a u
and Ralph Doyle, both Shippensburg, Pa., Feb.
26, in the Mt. Rock Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. J o h n Schock officiating.
Heagy-Shank: Joanne, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David S h a n k , Refton, Pa., and Nelson, son
of Rev. and Mrs. Henry Heagy, Lebanon, Pa.,
Nov. 6, in the Refton Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. J o h n Arthur Brubaker officiating.
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Hitz-Shank: Cindy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Shank, Refton, Pa., and Steven, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Hitz, Lebanon, Pa., Dec. 4, in the
Refton Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. J o h n
Arthur Brubaker officiating.
Pereira-Day: Martha Lynn Day and Albino
Pereira, both Fort Erie, Ont., March 19, in the
Sherkston Brethren in Christ Church.
Ruegg-Bevan: Judith Ann Bevan, and Bradley
Douglas Ruegg, both of Fort Erie, Ont., March 5,
in the Sherkston Brethren in Christ Church.
Wertz-Engle: Debra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J a c o b Engle, Marietta, Pa., and Floyd Jr.. son of
Mrs. Dorothy Wertz, Coatsville, and Floyd Wertz,
Pequea, Pa., March 26, in the Elizabethtown
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Earl Herr
and Rev. Greg Funk officiating.

Obituaries
Barton: J o h n Raymond Barton, McConnelsburg. Pa., born Dec. 8, 1906, died March 26, 1983
in the Fulton Co. Medical Center. He is survived
by two brothers: Ross and Clayton; and a niece.
Rev. Curtis E. Bryant conducted the funeral service. Interment was in the Mt. Pleasant Lutheran
Cemetery.
Books: Mrs. Miriam Books, Cleona, Pa., b o m
April 17, 1919, died March 21, 1983. She is survived by her husband, Theodore Books, and a son,
Theodore Jr. She was a member of the Brethren in
Christ Church. Rev. Earl Musser and Dr. J o h n
Yeatts conducted the funeral service in the Fairland Brethren in Christ Church. Interment was in
the Gravel Hill Cemetery, Palmyra.
Dick: Mrs. Rosie I. Dick, Greenstone, Pa.,
born July 18, 1906. died Oct. 15, 1982. She was
preceded in death by her husband, William L. She
is survived by a son, William L. Jr., and a number
of grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Rev.
H. Frank Kipe conducted the funeral service.
Interment was in the Fairfield Union Cemetery.
Douglas: Ruth G. Douglas, Hopewell, Pa.,
born May 26, 1929, died Feb. 22, 1983. Rev. Earl
J. Lehman conducted the funeral service. Interment was in the Steele Cemetery, Yellow Creek,
Pa.
Dilts: Mrs. Helen M. Dilts, Port Colborne,
Ont., died J a n . 3, 1983, in the Port Colborne
Hospital, at the age of 71. She was married to
George Dilts who survives. The funeral service
was conducted in the Port Colborne Brethren in
Christ Church by Rev. Jame., Cober. Interment
was in the Maple Lawn Cemetery.
Forry: Benjamin H. Forry, Messiah Village,
Mechanicsburg, Pa., died March 25, 1983, at the
age of 91. He was married to Anna Peters Forry
who survives. Also surviving are two daughters:
Anna Mary and Mary; three sons: Irvin, Henry,
and Musser; a stepson, Marvin Watson; and a
foster stepdaugher, Helen Landis. He was a
member of the Mt. Pleasant Brethren in Christ
Church where the funeral service was conducted
by Rev. Jerel Book and Rev. LeRoy Walters.
Interment was in the adjoining cemetery.
Haun: Mrs. Ada Haun. Lockport, NY, died
March 4, 1983. She was married to James Haun
who preceded her in death. Surviving are five
children: Richard E., Nancy Garis, James D.,
Michael W., and Frederick L.; 11 grandchildren;
and a great-grandchild. Rev. Paul Hensel conducted the funeral service.

KaufTman: J o h n A. Kauffman, Mount Joy,
Pa., born March 12, 1916, died March 17, 1983.
He was married to Nora Kauffman who survives.
Also surviving are a son, Ray; three grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren. He was a
member of the Maytown Brethren in Christ
Church. Rev. Greg Funk conducted the funeral
service with interment in the Ironville Cemetery.
Mackie: Alfred J. Mackie, born April 7, 1899
in Renovo, Pa., died Jan. 19, 1983, in the Bedford
Co. Memorial Hospital, Pa. He was the son of
Robert and Catherine (Bissett) Mackie. He was
married to Mildred Pearl Mock who preceded
him in death Dec. 25, 1969. He is survived by three
children: Mildred Dolly Reynold, Rev. Kenneth
E„ and Rev. J. R.; nine grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren; a brother; and a sister. Rev.
Harold H. Hayes conducted the funeral service
with interment in the Greenlawn Cemetery.
Ritchey: William E. Ritchey, Hopewell, Pa.,
born April 27, 1885, died Feb. 28, 1983. He was
married to Nellie (Woy) Ritchey who preceded
him in death in 1964. He is survived by three
children: Thelma Bender, Elvin, and Evelyn
Ritchey: four grandchildren; and seven greatgrandchildren. He was a member of the Clear
Creek Brethren in Christ Church. Rev. Curtis E.
Bryant conducted the funeral service with interment in the Asbury Methodist Cemetery.
Ritz: Donald E. Ritz, Breezewood, Pa., born
Oct, 27, 1928, died March 28, 1983, in the Bedford
Co. Memorial Hospital. He was married to Edna
Garland who survives. Also surviving are a daughter, Brenda Calloway; a son, Roger; a grandson;
and two brothers. Rev. Curtis E. Bryant conducted the funeral service with interment in the
Cedar Grove Lutheran Cemetery.
Schildt: Laverne E. Schildt, Halifax, Pa., died
Feb. 1, 1983, in Polyclinic Medical Center at the
age of 44. He was married to Nancy A. Schildt
who survives. He is also survived by his mother,
Ada Schildt: three brothers: Ralph, Paul, and
Lloyd; two sisters: Mrs. Roy Peiffer and Mrs.
Roger Witter. He was a member of the Free Grace
Brethren in Christ Church where he served as
director of music, secretary of the church board,
and a member of the board of trustees. He also
served as treasurer of Messiah Village. Dr. Henry
A. Ginder conducted the memorial service in the
Free Grace Church with interment in the church
cemetery.
Stickel: Mrs. Bertha Stickel, Wakarusa, In.,
born June 23, 1891 in St. Joseph Co., In., died
March 29, 1983 in Elkhart General Hospital, In.
On Dec. 9, 1909, she was married to Clayton
Stickel who preceded her in death on Jan. 3, 1947.
She is survived by a daughter, Mable Eslinger; a
son, Herbert; four grandchildren; ten great-grandchildren; and five great-great-grandchildren. A
grandson and a brother preceded her in death. She
was a member of the Union Grove Brethren in
Christ Church. Rev. Gilbert Gomez and Rev. Carl
Stump conducted the funeral service. Interment
was in the Olive West Cemetery.
Stiffler: Mrs. Elsie E. Stiffler, Everett, Pa.,
born Dec. 2, 1907, died March 16, 1983. She was
married to Harry Stiffler who survives. She is also
survived by nine children: Betty Stevenson, John,
Catherine Bulger, Robert, Floyd, Doris Tenley,
Bernard, Mary Petras, and Harry; 24 grandchildren; and seven great-grandchildren. Rev. Curtis
E. Bryant conducted the funeral service with
interment in the St. Mark's Lutheran Cemetery.
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MCC Executive Secretary
Completes Central America Tour
AKRON, Pa.—Reg Toews, executive secretary of Mennonite Central
Committee, recently returned from a
Central America trip which focused on
the refugee situation and the relationship between MCC and the local Mennonite and Brethren in Christ churches
there.
He visited with church leaders and
MCC workers in Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala and Belize.
Central America has received more
and more press coverage since the conflicts in the region have been increasingly viewed as a larger East-West issue.
Toews observes, "There are some real
underlying injustices at work in Central
America that must be identified if there
is to be a just solution. These injustices
exist quite apart from any interest the
various external powers may have in
this region."
Nicaragua
His first stop was in Nicaragua where
a Protestant church leader expressed his
distress at "U.S. efforts to destabilize the
government of Nicaragua." While expressing some concerns about the government, church workers said that the new
government had provided an "improvement in the field of health and education," especially in the villages.
Some Nicaraguans are concerned
about the long-range implications of the
revolution. It was reported that the
government is exercising increasing control of the lives of people. "The impression one got in Nicaragua was that of
stability, but also of a revolution under
severe pressure and becoming somewhat unraveled around the edges,"
Toews says.
El Salvador
By contrast, "the situation in El Salvador appears chaotic. One Salvadoran
told us that the two biggest problems in
the country were violence and corruption. Hunger and malnutrition are severe
problems in the countryside, particularly in the conflictive areas," Toews
reports.
Three MCCers in El Salvador work
in two villages with housing, food production, health services and nutrition
centers for peasants who have had to
leave their homes due to fighting between
opposition forces and the military.
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Toews observes, "There is so much to
do in El Salvador. We need to be generous and do more in this desperate
situation."
Guatemala
"Coming from El Salvador to Guatemala, one has a sense of a government
much more in control," Toews reports.
By most reports the Guatemalan government has halted the opposition forces
that were a serious threat to the military
regime only a year ago. "With consistency we heard people say that the situation in Guatemala is better today than a
year ago [at the time of Rios Montt
coup]. We were told there are fewer
massacres and killings. Where there is
still strong disagreement is on how bad
the situation continues to be. In the
areas of conflict, killings are still going
on with the Indians as the primary
target. While the army is apparently
providing aid to displaced persons, it is
still killing and causing forced resettlements," Toews says.
Toews also reports on a meeting he
and MCC Country Representative Rich
Sider had with leaders from the El
Verbo Church, of which President Rios
Montt is an elder. The church carries
out a relief effort which is closely identified with and reliant on the Army.
Toews reported that the church leaders
appeared to be honestly searching for
the biblical answer on the relationships
between church and state."
MCC and Eastern Mennonite Board
are working with the Kekchi Mennonite
Church in San Pedro Carcha in northern Guatemala. The work involves agriculture and health, utilizing local Kekchi Indian promoters. To do development "people must have some hope for
the future. This seemed present in the
Carcha area and so the pursuit of development goals seems a p p r o p r i a t e , "
Toews comments.
MCC is also looking for ways to
increase its relief efforts for the thou-

"In the midst of
seemingly hopeless
situations, the local
church has hope."

sands of displaced Indians in the central
highlands of Guatemala, who are still
suffering from the results of a war that
continues.
Honduras
MCC work in Honduras is closely
related to the war in El Salvador, since it
centers on two refugee camps located
close to the Salvadoran-Honduran border. Toews reports that apparently the
United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees and the Honduran government are acknowledging that the 16,000
refugees located in the Mesa Grande
and the Colomanagua camps will be in
Honduras for longer than originally
anticipated, since the end to the Salvadoran conflict is not "just around the
corner." There are suggestions that the
refugees be relocated on land where they
will be able to become self-sufficient and
more integrated into Honduran life.
Unfortunately this means another relocation for refugees who are presently
crowded into two camp locations with
little opportunity for farming. In early
1982 the Honduran army forced the relocation of refugees from the border
area to Mesa Grande camp and that
move was resisted by many refugees.
Observes Toews, "We should be careful
not to get caught up in a relocation plan
that is not supported by the refugees."
Belize
The work in Belize is done in cooperation with the Spanish Lookout Colony
Mennonites and centers on the Valley of
Peace refugee resettlement project. Some
difficulties have arisen as three disparate
groups—the Mennonites, the refugees
and the government—have worked together on the project which settles both
landless Belizians and Salvadoran refugees. In spite of these tensions, the project has been hailed as a success by the
United Nations and the colony Mennonites have been recognized for their significant contribution to the work.
In reflecting on the many conflicts
that plague the isthmus, Toews says,
"As a church we are not called to take
either side in the conflict. This is difficult
because this will be frequently misunderstood and may appear to be impractical. But in Central America today, we
are called to stand by the poor, the refugees and the oppressed."
He sums up the local church's response
by saying that in the midst of seemingly
hopeless situations, the local church has
hope. This should encourage all of us to
keep hope, he says. —Joy C. Hofer.
Evangelical Visitor

Messiah College News
Founder's Scholarship
Marlene Strite, a member of the Fairview Avenue Brethren in Christ church
in Waynesboro, Pa., has been awarded
a Founder's Scholarship, a high honor
at Messiah College. Marlene, whose
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Strite,
is an outstanding student and will be
majoring in Computer Science.
Dorothy Schrag Retiring
After 37 years of service at Upland
College and Messiah College, Dorothy
Schrag, Assistant Professor of Music,
retired from the Messiah faculty last
month.
The daughter of the late Bishop and
Mrs. Ray I. Witter, Abilene Kans.,
Dorothy attended Messiah College during the
period when it
was a junior college, then completed her B.S.
in Music Education at D r a k e
University (Des
Moines, la.). After gaining her master's
degree in Chicago, she taught for 10
years at Upland College in California.
Since 1952, she has served as piano
instructor at Messiah, where she and her
h u s b a n d M a r t i n have a home on
campus.
As a member of the campus community, Dorothy has given of herself in various activities. For 17 years she served
the Grantham congregation as organist.
Her love of reading inspired her to institute a campus book club, a small group
which continues to meet and discuss
literature. She was instrumental in starting the group known as Campus Women. In this organization, as well as in the
Women's Auxiliary, she has led numerous fund-raising projects for the betterment of Messiah College.
Many music students are indebted to
Mrs. Schrag for her teaching skill and
patience in preparing them for the "piano
proficiency," which for some has proved
to be a formidable barrier to completing
their degree. Students also found in
Dorothy a warm and understanding
counselor. We thank her for her service
as teacher, parent, counselor and Christian example.
June

1983

Messiah College Singers
The Messiah College Singers, an
ensemble of 18 voices directed by Dr.
Ronald L. Miller, toured Florida from
May 16 to 25, giving programs in places
as the Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church
in Fort Lauderdale and Northside Christian School in St. Petersburg.
Brethren in Christ students in the
choir are: Donelda (Donna) Davis, Colleen Lilly, Melody Royer, and Denise
Sollenberger.
Auxiliary Presents Check
The Messiah College Women's Auxiliary presented Dr. Ronald Miller, chairman of the Music Department, with a

My Dad
from page 32

Peace Churches for twenty-five years.
Government leaders listened to you as
well. I have memories of the many miles
we travelled together, especially during
the war years. You did not enjoy driving
and I did. We must have averaged the 80
miles to Kitchener and back once a
week.
All this time, you farmed to keep us
fed and clothed. I'm glad for the trust
you placed in me, letting me do all sorts
of farm work. I think haying time was
my favorite. I was amazed at the huge
forksful of hay you could hoist to the
top of the load. We all remember your
"let's jump on the chores"—meaning all
of us were to help with the milking or
whatever was pressing at the time.
Your pride and joy, after your family,
was your apple orchard. Besides being
the most profitable ten acres of the farm,
you paid it special attention. I learned
that trees produce more fruit when
severely pruned. You shaped the trees
almost perfectly. Gathering brush was a
family project. I enjoyed seeing the huge
pile burn down and when the embers
were just right we'd roast hot dogs.
Apple picking was a special time of the
year. Good men clamoured to get on
your gang. I liked to watch you pack a

check for $10,000 for the Music Library
of the Climenhaga Fine Arts Center.
The Auxiliary's newly elected officers
are: Fran Ulery, president; Nancy Shildt,
vice president; Nancy Kreider, recording secretary, Ardis Alderfer, correspondence secretary, and Lois Wolgemuth,
treasurer.

Food Services award
The food services department at Messiah College has been noted for its excellent preparation and service of food. A
special honor came to the department
when it received first place nationally for
creative menus in the use of apples during National Apple Month. Mr. Wil
Gardner, Director of Food Services,
and his staff are to be commended for
this honor which was recognized on a
beautiful plaque sent to the college.
•

barrel of beautiful red Macintosh for
shipping. In later years, a couple of us
accompanied you each morning to peddle baskets of apples in town. You
enjoyed the people more than we kids
did.
Some people thought your "poker
face" and your courageousness in dealing with problems meant that you
weren't sentimental. Our family would
not agree. The day you drove me to
Toronto enroute to Messiah College in
Pennsylvania, neither one of us could
say anything for the first twenty-five
miles. You had the same trouble when
you drove Milly to Niagara Falls for
nurses training. It was a difficult day
when I left home permanently after my
marriage. After family worship, I saw
you go out on the porch. Your back was
turned toward the window but I saw
your shoulders heaving.
You have long been known for your
generosity. You could not turn the
peddlers or the needy away. Another of
your admirable qualities is your ability
to accept change without compromising
your position. This is noted through the
history of changes in our church. Young
people have long enjoyed your openmindedness and counsel.
Personally, we cherish your insights,
your good example, and your support.
You have given us good advice through
the years. Your grandchildren love and
respect you too. To this day your weekly
letters brighten my week.
Thanks, Daddy, for being you.
•
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reader^ respond
More about indexes
Readers of your note in the April
issue concerning the Evangelical Visitor
index in the church Archives at Messiah
College may be interested in a brief description of the index.
The index has two parts. One, the
author/title index, is now complete up
to the end of 1981. Much of the indexing
on the later years of the Evangelical Visitor has been done by Fay Wittlinger,
wife of the former archivist and church
historian, Carlton O. Wittlinger. As the
name suggests, we now have available
and filed alphabetically on cards all
authors and titles of articles, as well as
such vital statistics as births, deaths and
marriages carried in the journal since
publication began in 1887.
The other, a subject index, has been
completed up to 1900. Miriam Bowers,
my assistant in the Archives, is presently

Onesinjus
Dear Paul:
Writing to you adds dimension to my
prayer life. I've found great freedom in
praying spontaneously but I never really
stop to analyze my prayers. When I
write to you I look at the letter and say,
"What will Paul, with that analytical
mind, think of this statement?" Thanks
for being the kind of person who accepts
me on any subject important to the life
of the church.
I've been thinking lately about how
the church makes important decisions—
it's called discernment. There are at least
four important streams: doctrine, listening to voices, study, and experience. No
one seems to drink deeply at all four
streams—each having a favorite. It's a
vigorous discipline to accept input from
all four streams. The importance of doctrine is generally accepted but there is
fear that it may be crowded out by
experience.
Judging from pressures within our
group, it seems that the "voices" and
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working on this index, but since this is
such a slow and painstaking process, a
number of years will be necessary to
complete this part of the index.
I strongly encourage readers to make
use of the index, either by coming to the
Archives, or if this is not possible, by
writing for the information. We can very
quickly locate authors, titles, and, for
the earlier years, subject matter.
Of course, an index printed annually
in the Evangelical Visitor would be
more readily available than one located
in the Archives. Even the simplest of
indexes, however, requires time to compile. Perhaps this suggests that the
Archives and the Evangelical Visitor
should make the production of an index
a joint project.
E. Morris Sider
Archivist
Grantham, Pa.

More about authors
The Visitor articles are always greatly
appreciated, both for information from
a Christian viewpoint and for spiritual
inspiration. Although the writings of
Brethren in Christ authors rightly should
predominate, it is also refreshing to see
articles written by or about other denominations, particularly those of pietistic and anabaptist tradition.
Morris Sider's review of "Led by
Word and Spirit" by Dale Brown, a pastor and seminary teacher of the Church
of the Brethren, and "Faith Doesn't
Need to Touch" by Kenneth L. Gibble
are recent examples. The only disappointment is that Bro. Gibble is never
given complete recognition along with
his articles. I think he should be recognized as the pastor [associate pastor—
ed.~\ of the Ridge way Community
Church of the Brethren in Harrisburg.
Harvey M. Miller
Grantham, Pa.

Onesimus, our faithful and dear brother, who is one of you ... will tell you
everything that is happening here.
Colossians 4:9
"study" streams are the most problematic here. There is a tendency to take
sides for or against one of these streams.
Greek learning suggests study, and that
is threatening. The "Paul vs. Apollos
Christians" are following leaders.
Something happened since your detainment in Rome—boxes have appeared in
almost every home from which voices
from "everywhere" can be heard. Radio
brought the voice and then TV added a
picture of the speaker. People in the
churches first shunned these boxes as
dangerous. But by the time TV came
along with its questionable pictures, the
boxes with only the voice didn't seem so
bad. The "Christian voices" tend to do
our thinking for us, and I'm reminded of
your "foolish Galatians" label when
observing how gullible we are to preachers that don't have to walk among us.
On the other hand, those reading
deeply from the words of philosophy,
politics and science seem threatening,

too. How does all that so-called learning
square with our doctrine? Very scary!
Here's a thought I got from a friend:
"It is self-defeating to set unity as a goal
when it comes to viewpoints. Differences
are essential to the function of any
group and efforts to reduce them tend to
make them only more threatening. Paradoxically, the more one accepts and
encourages disagreement, the more possible unity becomes. When people feel
that it is acceptable to disagree with others, it reduces their need to break away
and form different organizations because
of their differences." How does that
sound to you sitting in a Roman jail? Is
the Holy Spirit in this?
With the explosion of learning and
applied science in these parts, I'm glad
for the four streams of discernment I
mentioned. Our group copes best when
it tests all of them. As we continue to do
that, I think we can remain faithful.
Love among the sisters and brothers is
the antidote for our fears.
Evangelical Visitor

editorial
Shades of vulnerability
Reading through this issue carefully, you will find
the word "vulnerability" cropping up in several different places. For example, in the cover article, Roger
Sider discusses the vulnerability of our denomination
in the face of contemporary secularism. Harold Sider
and John Arthur Brubaker mention the concept in
their discussion of educational options for our children. Frank Kipe writes about vulnerability in terms
of cross cultural experiences. And I can read shadings
of vulnerability into situations such as those described
on pages 14, 15, 18, and 22—to mention but a few.
Vulnerability takes on many shades and sizes. Generally, the word is viewed in a negative light—the
danger of being harmed, being defenseless against
injury. The normal human response is to minimize the
risk, to protect oneself from being vulnerable.
However, as a close friend and colleague is fond of
saying, we need to work at increasing our vulnerability
in at least one area, that of interpersonal relationships.
In his book The Miracle of Dialogue, Reuel Howe
asserts:

i
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[Every person] is a potential adversary, even
those whom we love. Only through dialogue are
we saved from this enmity toward one another.
Dialogue is to love, what blood is to the body.
When the flow of blood stops, the body dies.
When dialogue stops, love dies and resentment
and hate are born. But dialogue can restore a
dead relationship. Indeed, this is the miracle of
dialogue: it can bring relationship into being, and
it can bring into being once again a relationship
that has died. *
Far from mastering the art of interpersonal relationships (as Linda and close friends can attest), I have
nevertheless observed some practical outworkings of
Howe's principles during the past 23 years of Christian
living, not to mention our 18 years of marriage. A
growing conviction is that only as we lower our carefully constructed psychological and emotional defensesonly as we deliberately make ourselves open and
vulnerable to one another in a setting of trust—can we
hope to enter into rich, rewarding relationships.
(A word of clarification: I am not advocating what
has been called a "psychological strip tease," in which
we bare our most intimate selves to anyone and everyone at the first opportunity. That is as unhealthy as

it would be to never reveal our inner feelings to our
spouse or closest friend.)
Interpersonal relationships, if they are to be anything more than trivial exchanges, involve a measure
of risk. Perhaps I am not able, at the moment, to give
attention to what you want to share. Or, you may
misunderstand, ridicule, or even ignore me. If you or I
take a tentative step of self-disclosure and get rebuffed,
we continue in our aloneness, now made even more
painful because of rejection.
Howe suggests that a commitment to genuine dialogue is needed in such diverse arenas as politics,
commerce, and the family. If this be true, how much
more should we Christians cultivate the spiritual grace
of becoming vulnerable to others—accessible both to
brothers and sisters in the faith, and to persons who
have not yet acknowledged Christ as Redeemer and
Lord.
Sadly, however, we too often hide behind our
defenses of religiosity, unable or unwilling to identify
with the problems being experienced by others. Or, we
march forth in self-righteousness, determined to
straighten out people's lives. To persons struggling
with problems, we frequently offer platitudes—prepackaged, hollow echoes of truth—lacking the fleshand-blood vitality which comes only as we walk
together in a search for truth and wholeness. But when
we make ourselves vulnerable, when we get closer to
persons, we will discover that sermonizing usually is
not what is needed. The Holy Spirit can use a gentle
word of understanding, a verse of Scripture, or a
hymn, to minister God's grace in the situation.
Moreover, we both will be enriched by God's healing
and restoring presence.
Consciously living in this way, so that others can
"get through to us," requires a good measure of spiritual discipline and vision. I confess to being but a
novice in such discipline. But I am grateful for those in
the church who have modeled this type of vulnerability, which was a hallmark of our Lord Jesus as well.
And I continue to be challenged by Paul's injunction,
"Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ
Jesus . . ." (Philippians 2:5).
G
*The Miracle of Dialogue, by Reuel L. Howe. New York: The
Seabury Press, 1963. Quote from page 3.
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My Dad

by Lela Hostetler

"Hand me the needle," Dr. McKay
ordered. Mother handed him the curved
needle and he stitched the chin of the
man stretched out on the long kitchen
table. This is one of my earliest vivid
memories of you, Daddy. After having
spent some sleepless nights because of
my many illnesses, you fainted and fell
off the porch, cutting your chin on a
sharp stone.
While still very young, I was aware of
the fact that you went away for long
periods of time. Later I learned that you
were called to be the evangelist at many
places. We missed you but you would
write letters to each of us. How many
times did we assemble at the old Collingwood depot waiting for the "CNR"
to bring you home. It was always an
exciting time. You met so many interesting people. The stories about your experiences made far-away places come alive
for us.
As much as we enjoyed the tales, we
were impatient for you to open your
bulging suitcase. You never failed to
bring us something. If the freewill offering was meager, it may have been a pack
of Teaberry gum or the coloured comics
from a newspaper purchased on the
train. (When some Pennsylvania ministers stayed in our home, we heard that it
was supposed to be sinful to read the
comics.) At other times, some of the
friends where you had been sent gifts
home for each of us. You also found
Slightly abridged from a personal tribute
Lela wrote on the occasion of her father's
86th birthday. Lela and her husband, Paul,
live in Grantham, Pa., where she is a member
of the library staff at Messiah College.
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pen-pals for me. One notable friendship
with Esther Ebersole which began in this
way continues until this day.
Many of these friends made their way
"to Canaday" in summers following.
They wanted to see where this "fantastic" Canadian lived! One of these was
quite surprised that a customs officer at
the Peace Bridge could not tell them
"where E. J. Swalm lived." These visits
were highlights for us kids. We always
took time off from the farm work to do
some sight-seeing—to Wasaga Beach or
the Caves. At these times, we were sure
to hear some of your funny stories. We
could keep it going by calling for specific
stories, the ones that brought the biggest
laughs. Half of the fun was seeing you
laugh so hard you'd roll off the couch.
As the years went by, your commitment to the Brethren in Christ Church
increased until you were on many boards
and committees. At the same time you
maintained close contact with our home
church, serving as one of the ministers
and as bishop. When the denomination
was divided into five conferences, you
were selected as the Bishop of the Canadian Conference.
I have always appreciated that you
reported some of your church administrative problems to us. My sisters and I
also learned a lot by eavesdropping
from the stairsteps. I now realize that
you were very perceptive and not afraid
to be "the troubleshooter." This sometimes caused you to lose "so-called"
friends. I was the one who worried
about your image. A classic example of
this is when someone wrote you a post
card with this message: "All liars shall
have their part in the lake which burneth

with fire and brimstone." I was chagrined to think that our postmistress in
the village post office of Duntroon
would have seen this. I remember you
just laughed.
You instilled in us a great appreciation for the church leaders of our denomination. You also brought many of your
friends into our home who were leaders
of other fellowships.
One thing you would not tolerate was
misbehaviour in church. I was reprimanded more than once. An almost
unpardonable sin was chewing gum in
church. Sometimes I thought if I just
kept it in my mouth and didn't chew, I'd
be safe. I never got away with it! You
also have a very low tolerance for sleepers and latecomers to church. I have
heard you say that people "plan to be
late."
Your ability to remember names has
made you a real "people" man. Your
memory extends to being able to quote
almost whole sermons. One of your
delights is listening to great preachers.
God also gave you a special gift for
preaching the Word.
Although you have always stood true
to your convictions, I am proud of your
influence in your own community. You
are asked to officiate at many functions.
It was only when I grew older that I
could appreciate the restrictions which
you placed on us, such as not attending
fairs or movies. Since we were the only
"plain people" in our school district, I'll
always be grateful that you never made
Jean, Milly or me wear a "covering" to
school. It meant a lot to me when you
attended our school functions. Another
thing which I appreciated was the dignified way which you performed baptisms. I have witnessed many baptisms
since then, but have never seen it done so
gracefully. I am glad that you baptized
me.
Your strong position and influence
on peace concerns enabled you to provide leadership for the Peace Churches
in Canada. You were the founding
chairman of the Conference of Historic
page 29, please
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